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1. WELCOME TO THE JEWISH MUSEUM 
 
Hello and welcome to the Jewish Museum.  
I’m Claudia Gould, Helen Goldsmith Menschel Director.  
  
In this museum you’ll encounter artwork in a range of media, along with antiquities and Judaica—objects 
used in Jewish rituals. What binds all these works together is the richness of the stories they tell: stories of 
artists, stories of Jewish culture around the world, and stories that affirm values shared among people of all 
backgrounds. 
  
We invite you to choose your own adventure: let our experts and friends of the museum guide you as they 
point out some of their favorite objects in the Tours section of the site. Or, search for information about a 
specific work by locating the 3-digit code next to its label.  
  
While the Museum features different exhibitions on each floor, we encourage you to make connections 
between the objects and perspectives you’ll find throughout your visit. And if you’d like to know more about 
the museum and its history, stay tuned for the next track. 
  
Enjoy your visit! 
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2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE JEWISH MUSEUM 
 
Founded in 1904, the Jewish Museum is an art museum devoted to exploring Jewish culture. It was the first 
institution of its kind in the United States and is one of the oldest existing Jewish museums in the world. It 
has been housed in its current building since 1947. Originally built by Felix and Frieda Warburg as their family 
home, the building was designed in the French Gothic chateau-style by architect Charles P.H. Gilbert and 
was completed in 1908. Frieda donated the building for the purpose of housing the Museum’s collections 
and programs.  
  
As you go through the Museum, Floors 1 and 2 are devoted to special exhibitions. On Floor 3 is Scenes from 
the Collection, an ever-evolving exhibition of the Museum’s collection. Instead of a single narrative, Scenes 
from the Collection is divided into seven thematic sections, or scenes, highlighting the diversity and depth 
of the collection.  
 
The Museum’s collection spans more than 4,000 years and encompasses nearly 30,000 objects, including 
ceremonial objects, antiquities, painting, sculpture, photography, video and media. This unique mix of art 
and Judaica speaks to the many strands of global Jewish tradition and culture, and reveals different ways art 
and history are shaped by context and perspective.  
 
Scenes from the Collection changes throughout the year. I hope you’ll visit often to see what’s new, and to 
enjoy new additions to our Mobile Tours as well.  
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3. TEMPLE CORAL, BUCHAREST 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This photograph is by Markus Brunetti. It's actually an image of a synagogue in Romania, and it was built 
between 1864 and 1866.  
  
NARRATOR: 
Brunetti and his partner, Betty Schoener, travel around Europe in their truck, which they've retrofitted as a 
mobile computer lab. In it, they make photographs like this one.  
  
Here's Claudia Gould, Helen Goldsmith Menschel Director of the Jewish Museum. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
To create a single work, he exhaustively photographs each façade from bottom to top, taking thousands of 
high-resolution frames. One could say that he's completely obsessed. He records the façades one square 
meter at a time. Then, the tiny images—up to 2,000 of them—get stitched together like a quilt. The 
photographs take weeks or even years to complete. Every part of these buildings is in focus, something that 
the human eye could actually never even achieve. The fact that he's able to do this and represent this like 
this is almost otherworldly. He's actually documented many cathedrals and churches, and this is a part of his 
synagogue series.  
  
NARRATOR: 
This photograph is one of a series of five. It includes historic sites in the Czech Republic, Romania, and 
Lithuania. This synagogue, called Temple Coral, is in Bucharest. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
You should just take note that this particular synagogue is remarkable because it withstood multiple waves 
of vandalism and conflict throughout its time. 
  
NARRATOR: 
Temple Coral was designed as a nearly identical copy of a synagogue in Vienna, which was built about a 
decade earlier. Sadly, the Vienna synagogue was destroyed on Kristallnacht in 1938, when Nazis torched 
synagogues, as well as Jewish homes, schools, and businesses. This synagogue has seen its own share of 
damage. Its opening in 1866 was delayed when the building's foundations were demolished by protesters. 
They rioted against a law proposing Jews be granted Romanian citizenship. The synagogue was then 
vandalized by the Fascist Iron Guard in 1932. It has since been restored and is today one of the most active 
synagogues in Romania. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
And in a very beautiful way, in 2014, it was restored and rededicated on the first night of Hanukkah. I think 
that's something remarkable for us here, and to celebrate that.  
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2. SUSAN SONTAG 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This is a fantastic piece by Chantal Joffe of Susan Sontag. This image is based on the famous Peter Hujar 
photograph, and we actually have a print in our collection.	 
	 
NARRATOR: 
That was Claudia Gould, Director of the Museum. You can see the photograph she just referenced by swiping 
through the images on your screen. This painting depicts Susan Sontag, who was a queer writer, filmmaker, 
and activist. She was also a New Yorker, born in this city to Jews of Lithuanian descent. Her work was not 
only instrumental in shaping the fields of art and criticism in the 20th century; she was also a vital voice in 
the LGBTQ rights movement, particularly as the AIDS epidemic ravaged New York in the 1980s. The 
photographer Peter Hujar, who you just heard Claudia mention, was a dear friend of Sontag's. Hujar died 
due to AIDS complications in 1987, and Sontag's book	AIDS as Metaphor	was published only two years later. 
This one image, then, includes layers of significance. In it, we see a dialogue between both friends and 
fellow artists, across time.	 
	 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
Joffe was commissioned to do a project in our lobby, and the series is really quite large. And it includes 
prominent 20th-century women who made significant contributions to art, literature, philosophy, and 
politics, of which Susan Sontag is one. These women are all Jewish. It was a great installation. They were just 
fantastic. 
	 
NARRATOR: 
Joffe has long focused her artistic practice on portraiture, and she often has a personal relationship to her 
subjects. However, in this case, her subjects had passed away, so she conducted months of research, 
gathering both well-known and obscure texts and images.	 
	 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
She was looking at other artists, family portraits, or family photos that people have taken of these artists, so 
her source material was very wide, and it was from a wide range of their lifespan. 
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3. ABRAHAM AND ISAAC (IN MEMORY MAY 4, 1970, KENT STATE UNIVERSITY) 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This sculpture is in response to the tragedy at Kent State University in 1970. As many of you may recall, the 
National Guardsmen were ordered to control a student protest against the Vietnam War. They shot and 
killed four students and wounded nine others.  
  
NARRATOR: 
The sculptor, George Segal, chose to memorialize the event using the biblical figures of Abraham and Isaac. 
In this room, you'll have a chance to explore not only the sculpture, but the layered stories behind its origin, 
production, and reception. Claudia Gould, Director of the Museum. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This is an allegory. He adopts the biblical story of Abraham, who was commanded to sacrifice his son, Isaac, 
as proof of his obedience and faith in God. At a very crucial moment, the angel of God steps in, and a ram is 
sacrificed instead. 
  
Visually, this is a life-size sculpture, which dramatizes the tension between loyalty and justice; violence and 
mercy. Abraham holds the sacrificial knife with his right hand and digs his fingers deeply into his thigh with 
his left. George Segal said, "As Abraham moves to do violence with his right hand, his compassion and love 
for his son are expressed in the gestures made by his left." 
  
I think that this piece does resonate for today. It brings to light questions that are still relevant: what shapes 
our moral code, what are our obligations to future generations, and how do young people, in turn, hold 
older generations accountable?  
  
NARRATOR: 
As you walk around this room, you'll discover archival materials and artworks that help us understand 
responses to both the incident at Kent State, as well as Segal's sculpture. And those responses are telling. 
How do we memorialize trauma? And how does a community's choice of memorial express their values, 
history, and political affiliations? As you'll find, the sculpture was eventually rejected by Kent State when 
Segal refused to make changes requested by the University. Segal, with the support of the foundation 
sponsoring his work, decided to cast a unique bronze of the sculpture, to be donated to Princeton 
University. The bronze sculpture still stands on campus. 
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4. MENORAH #7  
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This specific piece was created in 1986. And if you remember the '80s, if you remember clothing, and 
design, furniture, it is absolutely in line with all of that.  Bold colors, different materials, synthetics.    
 
Hi, my name is Claudia Gould.  I’m the director of the museum. We’re standing in front of Peter Shire’s 
Hanukkah lamp called Menorah #7.   
 
It embodies the Memphis style. Memphis is a design group that started in Italy that actually embraced 
popular culture. It drew inspiration from Art Deco, cartoons, toys, 1950s kitsch, among many other 
influences. The name of the group, ironically, deliberately collides multiple references including the ancient 
capital of Egypt, the birth of Elvis, and (laughs) a Bob Dylan song.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The American designer Peter Shire was a member of this international movement. In the 1980s, he was also 
one of many artists and designers who began reinterpreting traditional Jewish objects. So, while this might 
look like an abstract sculpture at first glance, it’s actually a functional ceremonial object. It’s a Hanukkah 
lamp—a Hanukkiah in Hebrew. On each of eight nights, one can place a candle in the lamp and light it to 
celebrate the holiday of Hanukkah. 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
While the lamp looks actually quite unconventional, it does adhere to the original Talmudic 
recommendation; simply that the lights not be perceived as a single flame or bonfire. Each has to have its 
own distinct holder, which these do.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The Jewish Museum has the largest collection of	Hanukkah lamps	in the world—over 1,000 of them. These 
Hanukah lamps come from many different countries, reflecting the multitude of places where Jews have 
settled and flourished. 
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5.  ESTHER SCROLLS CASES 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
Esther’s one of my favorite biblical figures.  For many, Esther’s become a feminist hero. She’s also one of 
the strong women in the Hebrew Bible who used courage and cunning to save their people.  I kind of love 
that.   
 
Hi, my name is Claudia Gould.  I’m the director of the museum.  I’m now standing in front of some of my 
favorite Esther Scrolls in our collection. Esther Scrolls hold the Book of Esther. Essentially the Book of Esther 
recounts the escape of Jews in Persia from annihilation, thanks to our clever Queen Esther.   
 
The Book of Esther is read on the festival of Purim, which is a very festive, joyful holiday.  It's celebrated with 
costumes, revelry, lots of noise. 
The museum’s been hosting a Purim Ball for many years. It's our big annual fundraiser. Everyone is given a 
mask, we all are given groggers, or noisemakers.  Many people come in costumes. It is a really fun event. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
On the Purim holiday, Jews traditionally read from the Book of Esther, which is also known as the Megillah, 
in synagogue. The Megillah is written in scroll form. Some congregants follow along using their own scrolls, 
many of which are exquisitely decorated. Some are also contained in ornate cases like the ones you are 
looking at.  
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
And it's really about beautifying the ritual.   
If you were to unfurl these scrolls, they're also decorated with amazing illustrations, incredible typography. 
They're beautiful documents.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Swipe through the images on your screen to see some examples of the beautifully illustrated Esther scrolls 
that would be inside these cases.  
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6. PLAYING-CARDS 
 
NARRATOR: 
This deck of playing cards features a visual language that is entirely derived from Jewish iconography. Here's 
Claudia Gould, Director of the Museum. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
The suits, like pomegranates and stars of David, are obviously familiar symbols. And these characters are 
really important because they're biblical characters: King David, Queen Esther, and the Queen of Sheba. All 
of us know Queen Esther. We celebrate her at Purim.  
  
These cards were made by an artist named Ze' ev Raban, and in addition to fine art, he designed a lot of 
commercial work including tourism posters, packaging for Hanukkah candles, and Jaffa orange crate labels.  
  
Raban speaks to me in a way because he was deeply invested in spirituality, myth, dream, allegory, which I 
personally love. And he was very interested in reviving biblical stories as a way of strengthening Jewish self-
identity. 
  
NARRATOR: 
Raban was an important member of the Bezalel School, which was the name of both an artistic movement, 
as well as an arts academy founded in 1906. Artists of the Bezalel School blended Islamic and European 
design traditions, often in service of biblical themes. The school, now called the Bezalel Academy of Art and 
Design, is still active today. 
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
And we have a lot of work in our collection that comes from artists from this school, whether it's jewelry, 
Judaica, fine arts; it's a really important school for craft and fine arts in Jerusalem.  
  
NARRATOR: 
Swipe through the images on your screen to see more works from the Bezalel School. 
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7. AMULETIC NECKLACE 
 
NARRATOR: 
We're looking at a necklace with tiny amulets from North Africa. When this necklace was made, hundreds of 
thousands of Jews would have been thriving across North Africa. However, war and expulsion forced many 
of those Jews to emigrate in the mid-20th century.  
  
Created from silver, copper, and other metals, this necklace also contains animal teeth, coral, stone, and 
glass. Each of the numerous pendants represents a type of protection or luck the wearer would receive. 
Here's Museum Director, Claudia Gould.   
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
For instance, and this is just gonna sound funny to all of you, on this necklace you'll see a toad for teething 
problems. A spoon to ensure plenty of food. A key, perhaps a key to paradise; why not?  
  
The ax or the sword is to make a male fighter stronger, or for a mother to have their sons braver.  
  
And red stones. Red is the color of blood and wearing of red glass beads or stones is a protection against 
sudden hemorrhages, miscarriages, any kind of injury to the body.  
  
This is actually quite beautiful. What a beautiful series of metaphors.  
  
NARRATOR: 
In addition to each individual element, the necklace as a whole serves a purpose.  
  
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
As you can see, this amulet moves. They're like almost charms. And, obviously, they hang from a chain, and 
they're meant to create noise, to drive away possible evil spirits. 
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8. TORAH FINIALS 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
I'm Claudia Gould, the Director of the Jewish Museum. 
	 
For those of you who may not know what a Torah finial is, actually, they're placed on the two wooden staves 
on which the Torah scrolls are rolled.	 
	 
Ottoman finials were often fruit-shaped. You can see that these are beautifully shaped; they're really 
exquisite. And they're reminiscent of the Hebrew name,	rimmonim, which means 'pomegranates.'	 
	 
The bells on the finials would have chimed as the Torah was carried around the synagogue and it's just a 
beautiful sound within the walls of the synagogue.	 
	 
The objects in this entire room come from the collection of the Benguiat family. Hadji Ephraim Benguiat was 
a Jewish antique dealer. He amassed an extraordinary collection, particularly rich in Ottoman and Italian 
decorative arts. And the history of the Benguiat collection is deeply intertwined with that of the Jewish 
Museum. It is among the first significant acquisitions which built the museum's early collection.	 
	 
The objects in the central case are particularly special because they had a direct connection to the family. 
Some were used by the family or have a family name inscribed on them. I hope you enjoy it as much as I do. 
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9. TORAH CROWN  
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This section is called Signs and Symbols, and in it, we trace the interpretation or the reinterpretation of a 
single visual concept through many different cultural contexts.	 
	 
NARRATOR: 
In this particular incarnation of the Signs and Symbols exhibition, we're examining the zodiac. Take a look at 
the second tier of this Torah Crown, where you'll see the twelve signs of the zodiac depicted in the circular 
embellishments. Museum Director Claudia Gould. 
	 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
From ancient times, people divided the year into 12 months. And the stars were divided into 12 
constellations, known as the signs of the zodiac. Many of these are named after animals, as people imagine 
many various creatures in the constellations of the stars.	 
	 
If you can look at this crown a little bit closer, you can see the signs of the zodiac, as we know it in modern 
times. Whether it's a ram or a Pisces, two fish in two directions, twins, Gemini, et cetera.	 
	 
The astrological cycle has a long history in Jewish art. For example, you can find it in mosaic floors in ancient 
synagogues, medieval illuminated Hebrew manuscripts, and in decorated Torah binders. 
	 
NARRATOR: 
This crown would have been mounted atop the Torah when it was not being read. It is meant to emphasize 
the majesty of the Torah, or Hebrew Bible, and its centrality to Jewish life. This one also features a number 
of small bells that would have been heard when the Torah was carried around the synagogue. 
	 
This piece is an example of	hiddur mitzvah	or the beautification of the commandment. In other words, the 
process of making an object more beautiful can actually deepen engagement with the ritual. 
	 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
So, it's not enough for us to create the ritual or do the ritual, but I think in Jewish tradition and thought and 
values, is to adorn that ritual. Is to make it just over-the-top beautiful, if you can.	 
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Why We Collect: A Museum History Through Objects 
 
STOP LIST 
 
1. Introduction 
2. Shofar 
3. Torah Case 
4. A Hanukkah Lamp from Harry G. Friedman 
5. A Hanukkah Lamp from the Danzig Jewish Community 
6. The Warburg Mansion 
7. Untitled, Eva Hesse 
8. Untitled (Tears), Claire Fontaine  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:   
Welcome to the Jewish Museum’s collection exhibition. I’m Darsie Alexander, the Chief Curator. 
 
We’re going to take a walk through the galleries and talk a bit about some of the objects on view through the 
lens of the Museum’s history. Specifically, we’ll talk about how this collection has evolved, and how that 
evolution expresses changes for Jewish people, Jewish identity, and, of course, the Museum’s own sense of 
self.  
 
Many visitors here are surprised to find Judaica in conversation with modern and contemporary art. This 
tour will shed light on the origins of those two facets of the collection. By the end, you’ll have a sense not 
only of the contents of the collection, but of how the act of collecting itself has been particularly meaningful 
to this Museum. We’ll consider collection not only as a gathering of objects, but also a gathering of people.  
 
We’ll kick off our tour in the bright pink room. From there, we’ll bounce around a little bit on the third floor. 
You’ll find the tour moves chronologically forward in time, although not always on a straight path. In addition 
to me, your guide through the collection will be Senior Curator Emerita Susan Braunstein. Let’s get started! 
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2. SHOFAR  

DARSIE ALEXANDER: Once you’ve found your way to the pink gallery space, take a look at the shofar in the 
furthest case to the left, at the top. This is one of the works that formed the initial grouping of objects given to 
the Jewish Theological Seminary, then in Morningside Heights, before the Jewish Museum was even formed. 
This piece has special symbolic significance, too. A shofar is used to initiate the Jewish New Year. To tell us 
more, here’s Susan Braunstein. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
They are blown numerous times as a kind of wakeup call to repentance, so people will think about what they've 
done over the past year and atone for any misdeeds.   
 
(Shofar Sound Effect) 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:  
This process of self-reflection remains a recurring theme on our journey through the collection. So why would 
this object, donated in 1904, initiate the collection? Over the last two centuries, life for Jews in Europe 
changed dramatically. This was partly due to the Jewish Enlightenment of the 18th and 19th centuries and to the 
legal emancipation of Jews in Europe. This, along with a number of other factors, caused ritual objects to 
become much more mobile, finding their way into the hands of collectors. Curator Susan Braunstein explains 
the impact of emancipation.  
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: Jews were allowed to become citizens of the country where they lived; they were no 
longer told where they could live and what jobs they could do. And so they became more integrated into the 
lives of those countries, and more acculturated, losing some of their traditions on the way.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: The result? Religious artifacts were sold, lost, or left behind. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: A third factor was the disruptions that were caused both by industrialization–where Jews 
moved from small towns in the country to cities–or the result of persecution and pogroms–where Jews 
emigrated.  And so many synagogues were abandoned, and their objects were dispersed.  
  
DARSIE ALEXANDER: Into that void stepped collectors like Mayer Sulzberger, an eminent judge who wanted to 
preserve and learn from these objects.  
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: So, it was felt there was a need to study these objects, but more in a scientific way. He 
hoped that these artifacts would serve as a suggestion for the establishment of a Jewish museum.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: Embedded in the collection are the tensions of assimilation and cultural preservation 
familiar to many minority groups. On our next stop, we’ll move ahead about 20 years. Take a right when you 
exit this room and look for the Torah Case at the center of the gallery. 
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3. TORAH CASE 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:  We pick up our story of the Jewish Museum collection in 1925. The small collection at 
the Jewish Theological Seminary started to grow, with the addition of some 300 objects, including this 
decorative case designed to protect the Torah. The tiny bells at the top would jingle as the Torah processed 
through the synagogue.  
 
(JINGLING NOISE) 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: There is an inscription on the Torah Case which indicates that it was dedicated in 
memory of someone named Hanna of the House of Shamama.  
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: Shamama is a Tunisian name, but this object was actually made in Paris. This leads us to 
wonder: how did it travel so far?  Who carried it across continents and why was it preserved? Curator Susan 
Braunstein: 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN It was acquired probably at the end of the 19th century by a Jewish antiques dealer 
named Hadji Ephraim Benguiat, a Jew who originally came from Izmir, Turkey and had shops in various 
places, one of them being Boston.  Benguiat bought and sold many beautiful objects, but whenever a piece 
of Judaica came his way, he says he undertook a self-imposed family task to preserve Jewish memorials of 
interest.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:  When the objects arrived at the Jewish Theological Seminary, a new problem emerged: 
where and how to show them? 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: Eventually, in 1931, a room of its own opened in the library of the seminary, and a new 
name was given: The Museum of Jewish Ceremonial Art. One of the primary goals was to counter the anti-
Semitism that was rising at the time, in the '30s and '40s, and also the ignorance by his fellow Jews of 
Jewish tradition.  And so he would sponsor many tours for anybody who would come in order to foster 
understanding and tolerance. 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: Here, already, in its earliest incarnation, we see an instinct to preserve elements of 
Jewish identity that were perceived to be under threat. We also see a vision of the museum as a site of 
learning, where we might gather to better understand both ourselves and others. For our next stop, 
continue to the room of Hanukkah Lamps.  
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4. A HANUKKAH LAMP FROM HARRY G. FRIEDMAN 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: The story of our collection is also a story of migration. That’s exactly what you’ll see in our 
collection of Hanukkah lamps. It’s largest in the world with over 1,000 pieces. 
  
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN:  
I like to call our collection ‘an immigrant collection’ for the most part, because many of the works were 
collected here in this country, and they were brought by immigrants from all over the world who came here.   
 
But the most numerous immigration by far to this country were the Jews from Eastern Europe, from Poland, 
from Russia, who came beginning in the 1880s until about the 1920s.  And they brought these heavy brass 
objects with them, these Hanukkah lamps, also, brass or silver candlesticks, and they brought their mortar and 
pestle.   
 
And what would happen, we find, is that after a couple of generations of being in this country, the lamps were 
starting to appear in consignment shops and antique stores. People didn't want them anymore.  And that is 
where this incredible man named Dr. Harry G. Friedman comes into the picture.   
 
It is said that he left his office every day at two o'clock in the afternoon in order to scour the consignment 
shops on Second Avenue and the antique stores in New York City looking for anything that was of Jewish 
nature and Jewish ritual.  
 
The ones that really stole his heart were the humbler objects from Jewish communities; the larger ones, 
such as the ones in Eastern Europe. He said, though they didn’t have much financial value, he thought they 
were important because they represented the lives of the majority of Jews and the lower classes.  He was an 
immigrant himself. He came from Poland at age eight, and so he valued these objects that were brought by 
people who were fleeing persecution or seeking a better life in the United States.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: Friedman would eventually donate thousands of objects to the museum. He only had 
one stipulation: 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN:  
There was one lamp that he said could not be deaccessioned; that had belonged to his mother.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: For the next stop on our tour, proceed to the gallery which is directly to the right upon 
exiting the elevators. 
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5. A HANUKKAH LAMP FROM THE DANZIG JEWISH COMMUNITY 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:  
What happens when an entire Jewish community disperses but their collections are salvaged? That’s the 
story of this Hanukkah lamp, which once hung in a synagogue in the West-Prussian Free City of Danzig, 
located in what is now northern Poland.  
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
In 1939, just after World War II broke out, the Nazis invaded Danzig. 
 
The Jews were lucky to some extent, because they were allowed to buy their way out.  They were allowed to 
leave if they paid a big sum to the Germans, or many of them were; not all of them.   
 
The community also packed up everything that was in the synagogue, and chose the Joint Committee to take 
care of them in the United States, and the Joint Committee chose the Jewish Theological Seminary as the 
repository of these objects.   
 
The community stipulated that if they did not re-form their community in Danzig in fifteen years, that the Joint 
Committee could own these objects and do with them what they wished.  And unfortunately, although many of 
the Jews did survive, they did not go back to Danzig, and they did not form a community.  And so, in 1954, the 
objects were donated to The Jewish Museum.   
 
But in 1939, as soon as they arrived, the seminary wanted to put them on display and they wouldn’t fit in the 
one-room museum that they had, so they actually displayed them in five dorm rooms.  And people had to 
make an appointment and only eight people at a time could see them in these five dorm rooms.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: In 1981, the Jewish Museum loaned the Danzig Collection to other sites around the 
country. CBS News reported on the event: 
 
ARCHIVAL AUDIO: 
They are more than museum pieces. They are a silent cry from a destroyed past. The great synagogue of 
Danzig was leveled by the Nazis. It Is gone. The people, too, are gone, most of them. A few who survived 
came together when the exhibition reached Atlanta. 
 
To me, those pieces represent the people. Not too many of us are left. Not too many of us went out with 
treasures. But the synagogue and the Jewish community lives in those pieces. They are dead but they’re alive. 
Every one of those pieces represents somebody there. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
And to this day, there is a group of Danzigers who come every year to see whatever’s on view.  Because of the 
provenance, because of the poignancy, they are inviolable.   
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6. THE WARBURG MANSION 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: As we’ve explored the Jewish Museum’s collection, we’ve been discussing objects, and 
the journeys those objects have taken. But the building itself is an object of another kind. In 1908, it was the 
lavish home of Jewish philanthropists Felix and Frieda Warburg of the prominent German-Jewish banking 
family. They raised their five children here, in a 50-room mansion that included a squash court on an upper 
floor, and was staffed with maids, butlers, and cooks. Take a look out this window. Back then, you would have 
seen goats grazing in Central Park.  
 
In 1944, after Frieda had raised her children and her husband had died, she donated this building to the 
Jewish Theological Seminary. She stipulated that it be used as an art museum, creating the unique and 
intimate setting that remains a feature of the Museum today.  
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: There were a few other factors that led to this desire to build what they called ‘A great 
Jewish museum,’ on Fifth Avenue.  There was, first of all, the destruction of European Jewry, and it was felt 
that now the United States needed to be a center for Jewish learning and culture. And also, we needed to 
remember and commemorate all those who had been lost.  There was also a fear that Jews were becoming 
estranged from their tradition.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: If you’ve been listening to this tour from the first track, you may be sensing a theme here. 
Can a museum not only preserve past traditions, but instill in them a new vitality and relevance for future 
generations? The move to the Warburg mansion also marked a pivot point in the Museum’s focus. In addition 
to collecting and exhibiting Judaica, the Museum also embraced the work of living Jewish artists. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN:  The idea being to show that Judaism had survived and was thriving and vibrant after 
the war.   
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: This moment marks a major shift for the Museum. By collecting contemporary art, the 
Museum was looking ahead to create a legacy that would speak to the contributions of Jewish artists past, 
present, and future.   
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7. UNTITLED, EVA HESSE 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER:  
Eva Hesse was a Jewish artist who made work when women artists were in the minority in the art world. 
Adopting a unique vocabulary of irregular shapes, forms and colors, Hesse developed her own, very personal, 
language of abstraction––one that carried over into her sculptures as well. 
 
Here, the composition seems to shift and jostle as colors mutate against a layered, white background. While 
deeply idiosyncratic, it’s hard not to seek out recognizable forms: maybe a hat, maybe an eye, maybe a phallus.  
 
You may notice that in our journey through the history of the collection, this is the first work we’ve discussed 
that’s not Judaica. And in fact, while Eva Hesse is Jewish, many of the other artists who exhibited with her in 
the 1960s were not. If the ‘40s and ‘50s had emphasized living Jewish artists, the 1960s and 1970s saw a more 
expansive approach. From ‘57 to ‘71, the museum mounted a series of exhibitions of now-famous artists 
Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns. It was one of the most adventuresome showcases for modern and 
contemporary art in all of New York. This marked a shift in the Museum’s embrace of the complexity, tension, 
and dialogue implicit in maintaining not only Jewish identity, but any identity.  
 
On the next and final stop, you’ll see one of the most recently acquired works in our collection. To find it, 
just look up! 
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8. UNTITLED (TEARS), CLAIRE FONTAINE 

DARSIE ALEXANDER:  
Take another look up at the ceiling. You’ll see a neon work by an artist collective known as Claire Fontaine. 
They use an appropriation-based technique, which is basically repurposing content from another source. This 
work is one of the most recent to enter the collection and it’s a fitting place to end our tour exploring the 
evolution and meaning of that collection. But first, let’s take a closer look at the work itself. 
 
Above, you’ll see the phrase “isle of tears” in nine different language. That was the name given to Ellis Island by 
immigrants who passed through it. Though the members of Claire Fontaine are not themselves Jewish, this 
piece speaks to a broader, more global experience of immigration. It’s a theme that resonates with many of 
our current collecting goals.  
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN:  
One is to be more inclusive of diverse peoples and ideas.  And we do this through expanding the global reach 
of what we collect.  We’re seeking to collect artists from underrepresented areas like Latin America, Africa, 
and Asia.  We also want to acknowledge that there is a changing nature of affiliation within the Jewish 
community, particularly of younger generations.   
 
And we also want to address issues of global importance that include the Jewish experience, and that are 
pressing in our own time, such as represented by Tears, which is the issue of immigration, which is so very 
poignant today.  
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: These are ideas with a long history at the Jewish Museum. In 1969, Karl Katz, the 
Museum’s Director at the time, affirmed them in an interview with Elie Abel on NBC News. 
 
ARCHIVAL AUDIO:  
 
ELIE ABEL: What would you say about the proposition that Museums today have a political role to play? 
Should art and politics be separate? Can they be kept separate? 
 
KARL KATZ: I don’t think a museum need limit itself any longer, because art, and science, and life are all one 
melded thing, and you can’t really separate things. But there is enough space in museums, there are enough 
intelligent people involved with museums, to make a museum a valid instrument for echoing, and reacting, and 
reflecting something to do with a real feeling for our time. 
 
DARSIE ALEXANDER: A museum is a place for gathering—not just objects, but people and their stories in the 
present tense. Every time we come to a place like the Jewish Museum, we bring our own way of seeing the 
world, and our own understandings of how art can reflect, and often challenge, our everyday realities. By 
collecting and presenting those stories within the framework of the Museum’s mission, we hope to draw 
parallels and connections between cultures and forms of expression while celebrating what is unique about 
Jewish experience. 
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Jewish Rituals 
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1. JEWISH RITUALS: INTRODUCTION 

 
NELLY BENEDEK: 
Welcome! This audio tour highlights objects in the Jewish Museum’s collection with a focus on Jewish 
rituals. You’ll hear about the meaning of holidays, and how Jewish people mark important moments in life, 
like birth, death, and marriage. You’ll gain insight into the origins of many traditions, but you’ll also get a 
sense of their living, vibrant, and personal nature. That’s because you’ll be hearing directly from rabbis, 
artists, writers, and curators about what these objects and rituals mean to them. 
 
Here’s artist and Judaica designer Amy Reichert. 
 
AMY REICHERT: 
There’s a lot of need in the Jewish tradition for these tools or objects that really help us understand 
ourselves, our relationship to the world, and our spirituality in general. 
 
How does it help us mark time, tell stories, articulate our lives, to recognize the sacred, really, and 
sometimes to distinguish it from the everyday. 
 
NELLY BENEDEK: 
I am Nelly Silagy Benedek, Senior Director of Education here at the Jewish Museum, and, along with Senior 
Curator Emerita Susan Braunstein, I will be one of your guides on this tour. We will begin with the large 
Torah Case in a glass vitrine at the center of the room. From there, you can choose your own path through 
the galleries.  
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2. THE TORAH 

 
LUCETTE LAGNADO: 
People don’t realize this, but in Iraq, where this Torah scroll came from, there were hundreds upon 
hundreds of thousands of Jews once upon a time. And other countries, Algeria, Syria, you name it. There 
were Jews, and that means there were synagogues and there were Torah scrolls and there were specific 
traditions associated with these communities. And yet what united us all was our love, above all, for the 
Torah. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
That was Lucette Lagnado, a best-selling author who has written eloquently about her Jewish identity. 
“Torah” means teaching in Hebrew. It refers to the first five books of the Hebrew Bible, or to the 
handwritten scroll that contains this text. 
 
The beautiful Torah case you’re looking at was probably made in Iraq in the late 19th century. But it was used 
at a synagogue in Kolkata, India, which was home to a Jewish community with Iraqi origins. 
 
LUCETTE LAGNADO: 
I was born in Cairo, Egypt, to an Egyptian Jewish family. We had to leave Egypt when I was a little girl and we 
came to America in the 1960s. And I grew up in Brooklyn in a small enclave where a lot of other Egyptian and 
Syrian Jewish refugees settled. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Every Saturday, Lucette attended services at a synagogue in Bensonhurst. As in most Orthodox synagogues, 
the women and girls were seated separately from the men and boys. And the men played a more active role 
in worship. 
 
LUCETTE LAGNADO: 
The culmination of every service was the Torah scrolls being brought out. 
 
I've never quite forgotten the longing, the kind of the mixed feelings of jealousy, envy, and love I felt toward 
the men who had the privilege of carrying those Torah scrolls. 
 
It's actually a very profound belief of observant Jews that the Torah scroll is alive. And the proof of that is 
if—God forbid—it ever becomes damaged you're not allowed [to] throw it out; you have to bury it. You have 
to treat it as we treat the dead in Judaism. 
 
And that's yet another element of why I feel so passionately about what a museum would call an object. And 
I want to cry out: No, it's not an object; it’s alive. It's a part of God. 
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3. PASSOVER: MIRIAM CUP 

 
AMY REICHERT: 
Hi, my name is Amy Reichert. I am an architect, exhibition designer, and Judaica designer, and we’re 
standing in front of my Miriam’s Cup. 
 
Each Jewish object responds to a kind of ritual need in our tradition, but this is a brand new one that 
evolved from the feminist Seders of the early 1980s. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
A Seder is a ritualized meal that takes place during Passover, which is the holiday that commemorates the 
story of Exodus and the Jewish people’s escape from slavery in Egypt. 
 
AMY REICHERT: 
It was felt that Miriam, the older sister of Moses, the prophetess, and musician mentioned in the Bible, was a 
very important part of the Exodus story. Yet, she really had no presence on the table. So it was a call for a 
new object that would express her importance and presence and bring new life to what was a very old ritual. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Traditionally, we place a cup of wine on the table for the prophet Elijah. Amy’s Miriam Cup holds water, 
because water from Miriam’s bottomless well sustained the Jewish people as they traveled through the 
desert toward freedom. After they crossed the Red Sea, Miriam sang and played the tambourine, so her cup 
also makes music. 
 
AMY REICHERT: 
The cup is hemispherical, so the shape itself evokes the bottomless well. But because of the bottomless 
nature of the cup, when you hit the Seder table or if somebody kicks it by accident, the tambourine sort of 
shimmers and makes music. So it becomes a kind of interactive object on the Seder table for everybody to 
engage with. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Engaging all the senses is an important aspect of the Seder. During the meal, participants read from the 
Haggadah, which recounts the Exodus story. 
 
AMY REICHERT: 
Embedded in the text itself is this call or charge to expand and elaborate the story, so that really opens it up 
to new characters, and new objects, and new stories, so that each generation can make it its own. 
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4. PASSOVER: SEDER PLATE 

 
AMY REICHERT: 
Moshe Zabari, who is a wonderful Judaica designer, once said that if we design objects that look old, people 
will think the ceremonies are old. 
 
My name is Amy Reichert. I am an architect, exhibit designer, and designer of Judaica, and we’re standing in 
front of a Seder plate by Ludwig Wolpert. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Its streamlined appearance reflects the aesthetic principles of the avant-garde Bauhaus school in which 
Wolpert was trained. Yet, its function is traditional. 
Centerpieces like this one play an important role during the Seder, which is the ceremonial meal that Jews 
hold on the first and often second night of Passover. 
 
AMY REICHERT: 
The Passover celebration is really the core of Judaism in many ways, which is about being a stranger in a 
strange land, becoming enslaved, and then being redeemed. So it’s a story that really can resonate across 
the ages and is specific to the Jewish people, yet kind of expresses universal yearnings for freedom and the 
ability to take charge of one’s life. 
 
The Seder plate itself is kind of the main stage prop that we’re called upon to use. It contains ritual foods 
that symbolize both slavery and freedom, bitter herbs which articulate the bitterness of slavery in Egypt, 
springtime green, which celebrate freedom. So we eat some of these, we point to them, we lift them, we 
really engage with the Seder plate to a large degree. It’s kind of the diva or the star of the show on the Seder 
table. 
 
This Seder plate, even though it looks totally modern and really reminds me of, uh, nothing so much as a 
cocktail set from a 1920s’ screwball comedy, yet it fulfills perfectly the demands of what it’s supposed to 
hold, what it’s supposed to do. So in a very modern idiom it sort of fulfills all the traditional demands on it. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
To hear Amy discuss a totally new ritual object that she designed for the Passover table, look to your left at 
the silver Miriam Cup. 
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5. HANUKKAH: PETER SHIRE’S MENORAH #7 

 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
This specific piece was created in 1986. And if you remember the '80s, if you remember clothing, and 
design, furniture, it is absolutely in line with all of that.  Bold colors, different materials, synthetics.    
 
Hi, my name is Claudia Gould.  I’m the director of the museum. We’re standing in front of Peter Shire’s 
Hanukkah lamp called Menorah #7.   
 
It embodies the Memphis style. Memphis is a design group that started in Italy that actually embraced 
popular culture. It drew inspiration from Art Deco, cartoons, toys, 1950s kitsch, among many other 
influences. The name of the group, ironically, deliberately collides multiple references including the ancient 
capital of Egypt, the birth of Elvis, and (laughs) a Bob Dylan song.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The American designer Peter Shire was a member of this international movement. In the 1980s, he was also 
one of many artists and designers who began reinterpreting traditional Jewish objects. So, while this might 
look like an abstract sculpture at first glance, it’s actually a functional ceremonial object. It’s a Hanukkah 
lamp—a Hanukkiah in Hebrew. On each of eight nights, one can place a candle in the lamp and light it to 
celebrate the holiday of Hanukkah. 
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
While the lamp looks actually quite unconventional, it does adhere to the original Talmudic 
recommendation; simply that the lights not be perceived as a single flame or bonfire. Each has to have its 
own distinct holder, which these do.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The Jewish Museum has the largest collection of	Hanukkah lamps	in the world—over 1,000 of them. These 
Hanukah lamps come from many different countries, reflecting the multitude of places where Jews have 
settled and flourished. 
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6. MOURNING: SARCOPHAGUS FRAGMENT  

 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
As I look at this fragment, I feel both a longing for the whole, and the beauty of the part itself which has 
remained. The beauty of the menorah and the beauty of the pillar stand out for me.   
 
I’m Rabbi David Ingber, and we’re looking at a fragment of a sarcophagus.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
This rare object gives us a window into a Jewish burial that took place as long ago as the 3rd or 4th century.  
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
Burial, in Jewish tradition, honors the body that has housed the soul. An honoring of that death with earth 
itself. The biblical tradition being that we were born of the earth, and so we are dust and return to dust.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
When this sarcophagus was made, the seven-branched menorah carved into its side was an important 
symbol of Judaism. It evoked the temple in Jerusalem that, until its destruction in the first century, had 
been the center of ancient Jewish life.  
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
Often in death rituals in Jewish tradition, there is a rendering of not only what has died in the person, but 
also what has died in Jewish history. So, you'll see, in this sarcophagus, a clear connection to the lost vessels 
of the temple.   
And it also harkens to a time when the temple will be rebuilt, and when all of those who have passed on will 
come back to life and it’ll be reunion.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Over the centuries, Jewish tradition has developed a series of mourning rituals. After the funeral, Jewish 
people traditionally sit Shiva, from the word seven in Hebrew. For seven days, they mourn at home, 
accepting condolences from a steady stream of visitors. They also recite the mourners’ prayer, the Kaddish, 
for 11 months. 
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
The Mourner’s Kaddish is traditionally recited with a quorum, which is ten people, in order to remind us that 
in a grief process, we are not alone. That we require others to hold us up and support us, and that even this 
prayer itself has built into it a sense of being included in community. Although I tell people, I tell people to 
say the Kaddish alone if they need to, but that's my thing.   
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7. BURIAL: SARCOPHAGUS FRAGMENT  

 
ISAAC POLLAK: 
In Judaism, we don’t focus on death. We celebrate life.  It says clearly a couple of times in the Old 
Testament or the Bible, it says v'chai behem, we live by life. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
That was Isaac Pollak, a businessman and collector of Judaica. Isaac lives in New York City, and he’s 
participated in his synagogue’s chevra kadisha, a burial society, for over forty years. Here is Rabbi David 
Ingber to tell us a bit more about this aspect of Jewish ritual.  
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
So chevra kadisha, which means literally ‘the holy society,’ is a small group of volunteers who take care of a 
body from the moment it dies until the moment it is, uh, interred; it is buried in the ground.   
 
Why would someone choose to join the chevra kadisha?  Our tradition says that the loving kindness that is 
offered to those who have died is called ‘chesed shel emet;’ it is loving kindness without any ulterior motive. 
It is altruistic in its ultimate sense. Many hearts are drawn to this work from a place of wanting to bestow 
kindness on someone who won't give it back, as it were.   
 
ISAAC POLLAK: 
Our synagogue, they asked for volunteers.  I volunteered.  I had been married a couple of years, you know, I 
had my own business that was growing, I, you know, was happy and I felt I should give back something to 
society.   
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
People who participate in the chevra kadisha report back to me as a rabbi that is the most meaningful work 
that they have ever done.   
 
ISAAC POLLAK: 
It makes me a better person, a father, a grandfather, a husband. It’s, you know, you take a step back. You 
realize the fragility of life. But why I still do it, it puts perspective into my life.   
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8. REMEMBRANCE: WALLACE BERMAN’S UNTITLED  

 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
Hi, I’m Rabbi David Ingber and we’re looking at a sculpture by Wallace Berman. 
 
So you might notice Hebrew letters on these stones. Each letter of the Hebrew alphabet is called a stone. 
These 22 letters, the mystics of the Jewish tradition say, are the building blocks of creation itself; that God, 
as it were, used the letters of the Hebrew alphabet to form the world.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Wallace Berman was an American artist and a member of the Beat Movement, which embraced experimental 
practices in writing, art, and spirituality. This piece reflects some of Berman’s preoccupations: his interest 
in the power of language, especially the Hebrew language; his fascination with everyday objects, and his 
interest in Jewish mysticism. This particular work of art may evoke the stones left at Jewish gravesites.  
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
The custom of leaving stones on graves is quite old.  There are many theories as to why that began.  One is 
that people left stones, both to let people know where the grave was, but that also we had been here, we 
visited. And so Jews, 'til this day, leave stones as a marker, for both of those reasons. And maybe another 
reason, too, that stones also represent a certain immortality, so that the memory of the person who is 
buried here, like this stone, will stand the test of time.   
 
When I look at Wallace Berman’s piece, I have both a feeling of slight morbidity and also hope. This signifies 
to me, groupings of those who once were, that are no longer. And in that way it signifies the, you know, the 
ultimate end that all of us will meet. And so, it helps us both recognize that we too will go the way of these 
stones, but also reminds us that there will be people who will place a stone after us, and we will be 
remembered.   
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9. SIMCHAT TORAH: TORAH ARK 

 
BARBARA KIRSHENBLATT-GIMBLETT: 
What’s personal for me about this Torah ark is a profound sense of—I would say—joy in seeing Jewish 
creativity and visual culture preserved here in the United States, where so much was destroyed in Europe. 
 
I’m Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett. I’m the chief curator of the Core Exhibition at POLIN Museum of the 
History of Polish Jews in Warsaw. 
 
I think it's rather miraculous that this Torah ark was created in Sioux City, Iowa, of all places. It is very, very 
closely connected to the tradition of these elaborately carved Torah arks from the region that this carver 
came from; from what is today Belarus. And he carved this Torah ark, we think around 1899, which would be 
about the time that the Russian Jewish community in Sioux City actually built their synagogue. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
At one time, there were magnificent wooden synagogues—and beautifully carved wooden Torah arks—all 
across eastern Europe. But most were destroyed during the Second World War. 
 
This Torah ark comes out of that eastern European tradition, but it’s also distinctly American. For example, 
you can’t miss that eagle up top. 
 
BARBARA KIRSHENBLATT-GIMBLETT: 
It's not the eagle you would normally see on Jewish ceremonial art, Torah arks in eastern Europe. But it's 
rather more like the American eagle. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
The ark would have held the Torah scroll, the most sacred object in Judaism. 
 
BARBARA KIRSHENBLATT-GIMBLETT: 
The ark itself is usually the most beautiful element of the synagogue interior, and it is on the eastern wall, 
which marks the direction of prayer, which is towards Jerusalem. And the ark will be opened in a very 
ceremonial way, the Torah will be removed from the ark, it’ll be walked to a reader’s desk on a platform. And 
it’ll be undressed, unrolled and then there will be the public reading. 
 
By the end of the year, the complete Torah has been read and there's a holiday called Simchat Torah, or 
Simchat Torah. And then all the Torahs in the ark are taken out, and there's a procession around the 
synagogue. And it's a very, very beautiful and very festive holiday. 
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10. THE HIGH HOLY DAYS: SHOFAR 

 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
The blast you just heard was made by a shofar, or horn, like the ones you see 
here. Shofarot are made from the horn of rams or other kosher animals. Darcie Crystal, a Reform rabbi. 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
We have shofars from all over the world, from many different Jewish communities and you can see that they 
look different. Some are very long and curved, others are sort of straight, some are engraved, but what’s 
amazing is that the ritual itself from time to time and place to place has remained actually quite constant. 
 
Rosh Hashanah is the Jewish New Year on the Hebrew calendar and it occurs sometime during the fall, 
usually in September. The Torah calls Rosh Hashanah “Yom Teruah,” which means “the day of sounding the 
horn.” And we are commanded to hear the sound of this horn several times on Rosh Hashanah. 
 
The shofar is not easy to sound. It takes a lot of practice. I’ve been told that people who are trained to blow 
the trumpet are phenomenal at sounding the shofar. 
 
This is the sound known as tekiah. It is one blast. [SOUND OF BLAST ON THE SHOFAR] 
Maimonides, one of our great rabbis from the Middle Ages, called this our “alarm clock.” He said, awake you 
sleepers from your slumber, look at your deeds and turn back to God, to do “teshuvah,” which means 
“repentance.” And so as we hear this piercing sound, which really doesn’t sound like anything else, there is 
an audible gasp in the congregation because it’s just such an amazing moment for the community to witness. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
We also sound the shofar to mark the end of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement and the last of the 10 days 
of repentance and reflection that begins with Rosh Hashanah. 
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11. ENGAGEMENT: ENGAGEMENT PINS 

 
JAMIL SIMON: 
My name is Jamil Simon. These pieces were given to my grandmother, Amouma, on the occasion of her 
engagement in Baghdad, Iraq in 1912.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK:  
Giving jewelry to confirm engagement has a long history in the Jewish tradition. In many parts of the Middle 
East today, a fiancé sends his prospective bride trays filled with sweets and expensive gifts. These may have 
been presented to Amouma on such a tray.  
 
Amouma Bashi grew up in a traditional environment, but early on, she asserted her independence, and 
insisted on going to school like her brother. 
 
JAMIL SIMON: 
She was one of the first Baghdadi Jewish girls to attend school and graduate with a French baccalaureate.   
 
Amouma was curious, intelligent, very well-educated, strong-willed. She was engaged at age 22, which was 
old for a girl in Baghdad. It was a very large wedding that brought together many, many people in the 
community.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Both Amouma and her new husband were descendants of Jews who had lived in Iraq for centuries. Though 
hundreds of thousands of Jews once flourished in Iraq, most left or were forced out after the creation of 
the State of Israel in 1948.  
 
Amouma’s husband was a member of the renowned Sassoon family, who had amassed great wealth through 
international trade. These jewels would have projected the wealth, cosmopolitanism, and Western tastes of 
their owner. In family photos, we can see Amouma wearing the round pin at her neckline. She sometimes 
wore the larger pin in her hair. 
 
JAMIL SIMON: 
Amouma had beautiful hair. It was a brunette color, very unusual in Baghdad. She prized it throughout her 
life.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The marriage was a difficult one, and Amouma eventually went her own way.   
 
JAMIL SIMON: 
She left her husband and left Baghdad, and she took these jewels with her, in the middle of World War II, 
across Africa from Cairo to Nigeria, and then flew across the Atlantic to Brazil. They're among few 
possessions that she brought.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
To see photos of Amouma, including photos of her wedding day, swipe through the images on your screen. 
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12. PURIM: NOISEMAKERS 

 
ALAN COOPER: 
[Singing] Hag Purim, Hag Purim, Hag gadol hulai hudin, masai hod, rashan neem, shareem vereekudim.” 
That’s a children’s song. And it says, “The holiday of Purim is a great holiday for the Jewish people because it 
includes wearing masks, making noise, lots of singing and lots of dancing.” 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
That was Alan Cooper, Professor of Jewish Studies at the Jewish Theological Seminary, and you’re looking at 
a 19th-century Polish noisemaker for the Purim holiday. Noisemakers do exactly what their name suggest. 
Here’s a taste of what a wooden one sounds like: 
[NOISEMAKER] ALAN COOPER: 
Purim is, in a word, the Jewish carnival. And what we like to do is make a lot of 
noise and have a lot of celebration in order to chase away the demons of winter, and welcome what 
hopefully will be a beautiful, verdant, and fertile spring season. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Purim celebrates a specific historical moment of triumph for the Jewish people. On the holiday, we read 
from the biblical Book of Esther, which recounts how the Jewish Queen Esther outwitted Hāman, adviser to 
the King of Persia, thwarting his plan to slaughter the Jews. And here’s where the noisemaker comes in. 
 
ALAN COOPER: 
We’re blotting out the name of Hāman. And every time his name comes up in the reading of the megillah, the 
Book of Esther, one is supposed to make as much noise as possible. A friend of mine likes to use an air horn, 
which just about deafens the entire congregation. But mainly it’s the kids who make as much noise as 
possible until the rabbi or the reader holds up a stop sign or a red light so that the reading of the megillah 
can continue. 
 
And, in fact, the noisemaker that I used is more or less a replica of the one that you're looking at that was 
carved by my father-in-law from a limb that he pruned from a tree in his backyard. 
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13. PURIM: ESTHER SCROLLS CASES 

 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
Esther’s one of my favorite biblical figures.  For many, Esther’s become a feminist hero. She’s also one of 
the strong women in the Hebrew Bible who used courage and cunning to save their people.  I kind of love 
that.   
 
Hi, my name is Claudia Gould.  I’m the director of the museum.  I’m now standing in front of some of my 
favorite Esther Scrolls in our collection. Esther Scrolls hold the Book of Esther. Essentially the Book of Esther 
recounts the escape of Jews in Persia from annihilation, thanks to our clever Queen Esther.   
 
The Book of Esther is read on the festival of Purim, which is a very festive, joyful holiday.  It's celebrated with 
costumes, revelry, lots of noise. 
The museum’s been hosting a Purim Ball for many years. It's our big annual fundraiser. Everyone is given a 
mask, we all are given groggers, or noisemakers.  Many people come in costumes. It is a really fun event. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
On the Purim holiday, Jews traditionally read from the Book of Esther, which is also known as the Megillah, 
in synagogue. The Megillah is written in scroll form. Some congregants follow along using their own scrolls, 
many of which are exquisitely decorated. Some are also contained in ornate cases like the ones you are 
looking at.  
 
CLAUDIA GOULD: 
And it's really about beautifying the ritual.   
If you were to unfurl these scrolls, they're also decorated with amazing illustrations, incredible typography. 
They're beautiful documents.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Swipe through the images on your screen to see some examples of the beautifully illustrated Esther scrolls 
that would be inside these cases.  
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14. ROSH HASHANAH: NEW YEAR GREETING 

 
IRWIN KULA: 
Rosh Hashanah is the Jewish New Year and it celebrates the creation of the world and the possibility of 
renewal. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
This amazing object tells a remarkable story about Jewish life in unexpected places. It’s actually a Jewish 
New Year greeting from Nome, Alaska, made in 1910. This holiday, called Rosh Hashanah, occurs in early 
autumn, and is a solemn occasion of reflection and repentance. 
 
If you look carefully at the couple, you can tell that they are observant Jews. The woman appears to be 
wearing a wig—the way that many Orthodox Jewish women cover their hair—while the man is wearing a top 
hat of the type worn to synagogue. 
 
To tell us more about this wonderful example of blended cultural traditions, here’s eighth-generation Rabbi 
Irwin Kula. 
 
IRWIN KULA: 
One of the remarkable things about Jews living in many places is they absorb and adapt general practices 
from the dominant culture. One of the great New Year practices in the West is to send New Year’s cards. So, 
not surprisingly, rather than sending them out at the end of December in the secular new year, many Jews 
began to send out Rosh Hashanah cards. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
This is one such Jewish New Year greeting. But it’s not a paper card—instead, it combines the Jewish 
tradition of Rosh Hashanah greetings with a centuries-old local tradition: Inuit walrus-tusk carving. This 
example was probably made by an especially skilled Inuit carver known as “Happy Jack.” 
The Hebrew inscription engraved on this tusk reads “May you be inscribed for a good year.” IRWIN KULA: 
One of the metaphors on Rosh Hashanah that is repeated in the liturgy is this notion that we’re written 
into a book of life, that somehow our destiny is determined on Rosh Hashanah. And so one of the good 
wishes on these cards is: May you be inscribed for the good in the Book of Life. 
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15. SUKKOT: ETROG CONTAINERS 

 
ALAN COOPER: 
Now I have to confess that the container in which I typically hold my etrog every year is a cardboard box in 
which I put some Styrofoam or some cotton. But that’s not enough for most Jews. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
What is an etrog container? Well, the shape of this one is a big clue. It’s meant to protect an etrog—a fruit 
that resembles a large lemon—during the fall holiday of Sukkoth. To tell us about Sukkoth, here’s Alan 
Cooper, Professor of Jewish Studies at the Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 
ALAN COOPER: 
Sukkoth for Jews now has become a complicated and fascinating commemoration of first of all, the Israelite 
harvest time, or Thanksgiving, and second of all, the Israelite sojourn in the wilderness under God’s 
protection. And in fact, already in ancient times, the Sukkah, or the dwelling place, was understood to be a 
kind of a magical protective covering that God placed over the people when they were in the wilderness in 
order to keep them safe. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
One of the Sukkot rituals comes from the agricultural origins of the holiday. It involves bringing four types of 
vegetation into the synagogue: the etrog, the lulav, which is a bundle of palm, myrtle, and willow branches. 
 
ALAN COOPER: 
And in relation to an important Jewish principle, which is the principle of “hidur mitzvah,” which means 
“beautifying the observance of a commandment,” it’s not enough just to get yourself a citron. You also want 
to make a beautiful container in which to hold it. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
As Professor Cooper said, Sukkah means “dwelling place.” So during this holiday, observant Jews also build 
sukkah, or temporary structures, and sleep or at least eat meals in them. 
 
ALAN COOPER: 
There’s nothing more delightful than spending Sukkoth in the company of children, who wonder at and 
marvel at every aspect of the festival, from helping to—I should put “helping” in quotation marks—to build 
the Sukkah. Of course, kids helping out are often more of an impediment than an aide. But so what, they 
have such a fantastic time. And one of the most adorable things is watching them decorate the Sukkah with 
paper chains, and their pictures, and holiday cards that they’ve collected. So that is an aspect of great 
delight
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16. BIRTH: TORAH BINDERS 

 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
Hi, I'm Rabbi David Ingber and you're looking at a collection of Torah binders.   
 
Torah binders are necessary because of the scroll that ‘Torah’ itself is written on, and the nature of the 
scroll is that it will unwind unless bound together. And for many Jewish communities, the Torah binder plays 
a significant role in connecting the birth of children with the tradition of our sacred literature.   
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
This particular type is characteristic of Germany. In this German tradition, the cloth that the child was 
circumcised in would be embroidered or painted with an inscription recording his name, date of birth, and 
the wish that he grow up to Torah, the marriage canopy, and good deeds. And on the day of his bar mitzvah, 
they would take it out and use it to bind the Torah.  
 
RABBI DAVID INGBER: 
And there's a strong emphasis in the Torah on birth itself, marking it as a very profound moment, both for 
the mother and for the family. Of course, the first commandment, as it were, was God’s speaking to 
humanity and saying: pru urvu; be fruitful and multiply. You know, we are called to bring forth the future. 
 
So both as a rabbi and as a father of three boys, I preside over many brit; many circumcisions.  And of 
course, what comes to mind for me always is the presence of pain and joy simultaneously expressed; the 
celebration of the miracle of a child, and at the same time the recognition that to be a part of our people, 
but maybe more broadly to be human is to…to know both the pain and the pathos and the power of human 
existence. And so every time I am presiding over a circumcision, my tears are tears of joy, tears of, of also 
the continuity of my people’s story and the story of humanity itself.   
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17. SHABBAT: SPICE CONTAINER 

 
RACHEL RINGLER: 
My name is Rachel Ringler and I’m a docent at the Jewish Museum and this is a blessing over the sweet- 
scented spices that we sniff during Havdalah. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
The blessing you just heard is sung at the end of Shabbat, the Jewish day of 
rest. Here’s Rabbi Darcie Crystal to tell us a bit about Shabbat: 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
The Torah tells us that God created the world in six days and on the seventh day God rested. And similarly, 
we are supposed to emulate God and rest on the seventh day. 
 
So we take a full day, which begins on sundown at Friday and ends at sundown on Saturday to rest, to thank 
God for the blessings in our lives, to enjoy God’s creation, to enjoy our family and friends, and to enjoy 
Shabbat. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
This piece is really fascinating, in particular because the body is made out of a coconut shell. 
 
Spice boxes like this owl-shaped one are used in a ceremony called Havdalah, or “separation,” which marks 
the end of Shabbat. 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
And in order to beautify this ritual, we put warm, aromatic, and fragrant spices in a spice box and we smell 
them during the ceremony and we hope that the sweetness of those spices reminds us of the sweetness of 
Shabbat and that the sweetness will linger much in the way that fragrance does, and will carry us on until the 
next Shabbat, which is already six days away. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Rachel Ringler’s family looks forward to Shabbat all week—especially the Friday evening Shabbat dinner and 
Rachel’s homemade challah, a special braided bread. 
 
RACHEL RINGLER: 
I start the actual cooking sometimes two or three days before Shabbat. But certainly on Friday mornings in 
my home—I live in an apartment building in Manhattan—everybody knows that Shabbat is coming and that's 
because my whole elevator smells like baking challah. And by the time night has fallen, by the time we've lit 
the candles, the challahs are baked, food is made, and there is a sensuous sweet smell in the home of 
Shabbat, of the beginning of this island of peace devoted to family and reflection and prayer and sharing this 
meal with people that you love. 
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18. MARRIAGE: KETUBAH 

 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
In Judaism, marriage is called “kiddushin,” and the root of that word, kiddushin, means “holy.” The idea is 
that these two people have chosen each other and set each other apart from all others and that that union 
is indeed holy. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
That was Rabbi Darcie Crystal, and you’re looking at a rotating collection of ketuboth, or Jewish marriage 
contracts. The traditional ketubbah text affords the woman certain rights within marriage and provides for 
her if the marriage ends. It’s a legal document and must be signed by two witnesses. 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
This is usually done in an intimate ceremony just before the wedding begins and it’s a beautiful moment for 
close family and friends to witness the signing of this marriage contract. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
While the ketubah certainly can be just a simple piece of paper, you’ll notice that many of these are highly 
decorative. 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
Having something so beautiful, so illuminated with images from the Bible, with verses from the Song of 
Songs, which is a love poem from the Bible, that made it something that the couple would really cherish, 
maybe hang on their wall and look at it from time to time instead of keeping it in a closet. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
The text of the ketubah dates back more than 2,000 years. So many modern Jewish couples have adapted it 
to better reflect their partnership and their values. 
 
DARCIE CRYSTAL: 
In recent decades, within liberal Jewish movements, there has been a shift towards changing the text of the 
ketubah towards something that is much more reflective of the egalitarian nature of their relationship. And 
so there might be a Hebrew text which talks about the promises that the bride and groom make to each 
other as they begin this new phase of their lives together. There are special texts that are for interfaith 
couples. There are specific texts for same- sex couples. And so this evolution of the use of the ketubah 
really reflects the evolution of our own society in terms of welcoming everybody who wants to take part in 
these rituals. 
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19. HANUKKAH: ARNOLD ZADIKOW’S HANUKKAH LAMP 

 
MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
My name is Marianka May. 
My father, Arnold Zadikow, made this lamp in 1942, in Terezin, which was also known as Theresienstadt, and 
he made it with the help of Leopold Hecht, a carpenter and friend of my father’s.   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Terezin was a concentration camp north of Prague, where hundreds of thousands of Jews, many of them 
artists and musicians, were deported during the Holocaust.  
 
The camp was part of an elaborate strategy of deception by the Nazis. They attempted to conceal their 
systematic destruction of Jewish people in Europe by projecting the image of a civilized and humane 
settlement. In fact, conditions in the camp were harsh and dangerous.  
 
Arnold Zadikow, a prominent German-Jewish sculptor, was one of the many artists sent there to do forced 
labor. Jewish teaching was forbidden, but Zadikow felt that ritual might be a way to sustain hope for the 
young boys in the camp. 
 
MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
My father had the idea to talk to Hecht and say: You know, Hanukkah is coming and these boys are away from 
home.  I would like for them to have a menorah. 
 
And Mr. Hecht volunteered and he said: I work at the Bauhof, I’m allowed to work, to take some pieces of 
wood home sometimes. And this times it will be some bigger pieces of wood.  They have taken everything 
away from us.  Our families, our homes; our relatives, everything.  So, two pieces of wood a very small thing 
to take. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The two men crafted this menorah in secret, knowing that, if they were caught, they would be killed. The 
lamp was hidden and lit only once in the camps, during the holiday of Hanukkah in 1942. 
 
MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
The sad truth came out much, much later; nearly none of these boys stayed in Terezin but they were sent 
away and landed in the gas chambers. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
By the end of WWII, the Nazis had exterminated about two thirds of Europe’s Jewish population. Arnold 
Zadikow died in the camp on March 8, 1943.  
 
MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
So, this was definitely the last work my father made with his own hands. 
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
Marianka and her mother survived—and, miraculously, so did this menorah. It is one of the very rare 
examples of Judaica created during the Holocaust. Through an extraordinary series of coincidences, it was 
discovered and returned to Marianka’s family after the camps were shut down. Marianka, who didn’t see the 
lamp until after the war, recalls holding it for the first time. 
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MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
So, I held it and I stroked it and I said: My father’s hand were on this, and what else could I have done?   
 
NELLY SILAGY BENEDEK: 
The inscription carved into it is a line from the Hebrew prayer “Mi Chamocha,” which declares that God is 
like no other. 
 
MARIANKA ZADIKOW-MAY: 
It's only a piece of wood, but you see, it becomes something else, because it was supposed to change the 
feeling of maybe two or three dozen boys.  For one Hanukkah.  And the boys aren't there anymore, but the 
menorah is.   
 
When my father made it, he was absolutely sure that very soon the Nazis will all be gone, but the Jewish 
people will still be here, and thank God we are.   
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20.  HANUKKAH: HANUKKAH LAMPS 

 
IRWIN KULA: 
The central message of Hanukkah is that hope really can overcome despair, that light really can vanquish 
darkness. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Eighth-generation Rabbi Irwin Kula: 
 
IRWIN KULA: 
The festival of Hanukkah is celebrated by lighting a hanukkiah, an eight- branched candelabra, more 
conventionally called a menorah. And each night, one candle is lit until after eight nights, the entire menorah 
is lit up. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
What do these eight lights represent? Well, Hanukkah commemorates two miracles said to have taken place 
in the ancient land of Israel. First, a small band of persecuted Jews rose up and defeated the mighty Syrian 
army. It enabled them to regain and rededicate the holy temple in Jerusalem. And second, one day’s worth 
of sacred oil burned for eight days, keeping the flame lit in the temple’s menorah. 
 
Hanukkah lamps hold eight lights—but otherwise, they come in every possible style. Contemporary artist 
Larry Kagan welded this eight-lamp series out of metal scraps, and called it Menorah Memories. 
 
IRWIN KULA: 
The piece Menorah Memories is particularly evocative for two reasons. One, it’s so modern and 
contemporary. Here, it’s taking this ancient festival and turning it into this sort of wild, and crazy and 
modern piece that erupts past every boundary. 
 
The second thing that’s fascinating about this piece is it’s designed not to be used, it’s designed to be 
looked at. Now that does capture one of the central features of Hanukkah. In fact, the only commandment 
on Hanukkah is not simply to light the lights, but it’s to put the lights in the front of the window so that 
people look and say, oh, this is a distinctive people. When you look at this menorah, you don’t need to light 
it, you say, this is a distinctive people. 
 
SUSAN BRAUNSTEIN: 
Besides lighting the menorah, other Hanukkah traditions include playing a game with a spinning top called a 
dreidel, giving coins or other gifs to children, and eating foods cooked in oil. 
 
IRWIN KULA: 
We always have a family Hanukkah party on at least one of the nights and the most important part of that 
Hanukkah party is my wife’s latkes. Without a doubt, her latkes, which means “potato pancakes,” are the 
best on the planet.
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Artists’ Voices: Arlene Shechet 
 
STOP LIST 
 
1. Menorah, Otto Natzler 
2. Travel Light, Arlene Shechet 
3. Untitled (Couple, Gert Wollheim 
4. Gates of Freedom Golden Sponsor Pin, Chaim Gross 
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1. OTTO NATZLER, MENORAH 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
I love the idea of a small utilitarian object referring to a very large building. 
 
My name is Arlene Shechet. And I’m an artist, living in both New York City and the Hudson Valley. I grew up 
celebrating Hanukkah. I think having holidays with light is a very beautiful connotation for life.  
 
This is a menorah, and it’s made by Otto Natzler. It’s a Hanukkah lamp, so it is a candle for every night of 
the holiday. And the thing that interests me about this piece that was made in the ‘50s, was really its 
relationship to Brutalist architecture. 
 
NARRATOR:  
You can tap your screen to see an example of Brutalist architecture––a modernist building style that 
highlights a building’s sculptural quality and functional materials like concrete. 
 
One quality Natzler, who often worked with his wife, Gertrud, is renowned for is the way he glazed his 
sculptures. 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
A lot has been said about these glazes relating to nature, which of course they do in their crumbliness, 
their coloration, et cetera. But there’s a very, very distinct modernist feel and very distinct rawness in him 
leaving the top of the clay that is underneath the glaze, so that you understand exactly what this thing is 
made of. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Ritual candles also play a role in Arlene Shechet’s own work at the Jewish Museum. You can see her 
sculpture, entitled Travel Light, in this same gallery. 
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2. ARLENE SHECHET, TRAVEL LIGHT 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
My name is Arlene Shechet and I am an artist and was commissioned to make a work for the Jewish 
Museum collection, and I’m standing right now in front of Travel Light, which is the sculpture I chose to 
make. 
 
I decided to work with the candlesticks that my grandparents had brought over from Russia-Poland when 
they came to New York. They weren’t really, from a monetary point of view, worth that much. But from a 
spiritual and ceremonial point of view, clearly, they were worth a lot. I always use these original 
candlesticks in my home for Passover or the high holy days and other holidays. 
 
For years, I struggled with the idea of trying to work this past into my present. So I decided—and especially 
because of the political discourse of the moment—to speak directly to the notion that we in the United 
States are really all immigrants and I took the image of the candlesticks themselves and scanned them to 
make a multiplicity of them. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Shechet worked with a 3D model to embed a digital image of her grandmother’s passport into the resin 
substance on one side the suitcase. It’s a personal element that brings together the past and the future. 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
I got a suitcase of the era that represented the year that my grandparents came here: 1922. And I worked 
with an animator and we worked for several months trying to stuff the candlesticks into the image of this 
suitcase, so that it would be bulging and off center. And had the feeling of those ships that I’ve seen 
pictured crammed with—and overflowing with—human beings with very little room but very strong 
intention. 
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3. GERT WOLLHEIM, UNTITLED (COUPLE) 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
My name is Arlene Shechet, and there’s more of a story here than is on the label. 
 
NARRATOR:  
German-Jewish artist Gert Wollheim painted this in 1926 in Berlin, at the height of the Weimar Republic. 
This period, between the end of World War I and the rise of Hitler, marked the emergence of a distinctly 
vibrant artistic and intellectual culture in Germany. 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
This is a painting, I believe, of two women. And that gender slippage, which we think about today, 
obviously, is nothing new. We have, right smack in the middle of the painting, a monocle that she was 
probably wearing. So she would have become more male in her presentation. And also, a monocle is a 
lens, so the idea of using this image of two women, and then having the lens in the middle as a lens on this 
historical moment, 1926, the period in Germany between the wars, is of particular interest to me … 
because it is often spoken about as a period that accepted a kind of dissolute, Bohemian, freedom, and 
also a kind of grotesqueness. 
 
The joy is she is laughing and they’re enjoying each other as a couple. And the grotesque is, first of all, 
there’s a lot of makeup that they’re wearing, so you can see there is this idea of masks.  And then the idea 
of the figure on the left, who is a woman, but really, most prominently dressed up as a man in a very 
recognizable costume of the time, is sort of scowling and exaggerating, this kind of manliness. So there’s 
something grotesque about the scowl and the smile and the makeup and, you know, the way the paint is 
applied even, and maybe the muddiness of the ground. 
 
We have the glasses, we have the monocle, and then we have the other two eyes in the binoculars. I feel 
like that is also probably speaking about some kind of viewing, seeing, and community—that they’re not 
alone. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Wollheim’s activist politics and art eventually made him a target of the Nazis, who deemed his work 
“degenerate.” Wollheim had to flee Berlin for Paris in 1933, and he hid there during World War II. Some 
450 of his paintings vanished or were destroyed. In 1947 Wollheim moved to New York and he lived there 
until his death. 
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4. CHAIM GROSS, GATES OF FREEDOM GOLDEN SPONSOR PIN 
 
NARRATOR:  
To fully appreciate this object, make sure you’re standing in the bright pink room. Look to your left as you 
enter. This object is at the very bottom of the case. 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
It’s wonderful that something relatively inexpensive would be cushioned within the democratic idea of a 
museum collection. My name is Arlene Shechet and I’m an artist living in New York City and I’m standing in 
front of a small medal. And I chose it for its homeliness, in a way and for speaking about immigration. 
 
NARRATOR:  
This pin was made by Chaim Gross for the Women’s Division of the Development Corporation of Israel. Still 
active to this day, this organization is the U.S. underwriter of bonds in the state of Israel. The pin was given 
as a gift to people who purchased bonds in 1973, demonstrating their support for Israel. 
 
ARLENE SHECHET:  
The image here is a couple and a child carrying a suitcase, and Russian buildings behind them. They are on 
their way to Israel. And then there’s a little piece of coral that give it a tiny bit of optimism within the 
Jewish star. 
 
Working on a very small scale like this can be much more challenging than working on a large scale. If you 
look around the museum, you’ll see things of every scale and that the size of this, and the specificity, for 
instance, of the people with their coats and little buttons and birds with the feathers—all of that probably 
made Chaim’s eyes water from the strain of having to make it. 
 
NARRATOR:  
You can see more examples of Israel Bond Sponsor Pins by swiping the images on your screen. 
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Artists’ Voices: Kehinde Wiley 
 
 
STOP LIST 
 
1. Kehinde Wiley, Alios Itzhak (The World Stage: Israel) 
2. Blessing Hands, Torah Ark Fragment, 1893 
3. Happy Jack (born Angokwazhuk), New Year Greeting 
4. Portable Hanukkah Lamp 
5. Postcards 
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1. KEHINDE WILEY, ALIOS ITZHAK (THE WORLD STAGE:  ISRAEL) 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
My name is Kehinde Wiley and I’m an artist. My obsession and passion is within the field of western 
European easel painting. 
 
I’d like to start by talking about Alios Itzhak. Comes from a series of paintings called The World Stage. In 
The World Stage I traveled globally to stop young people in the streets and asked them to pose for me. In 
this particular case, I went to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. I remember running into young Ethiopian Jews and 
young MCs who wanted to talk about contemporary life in Israel, but through the rubric of a very African-
American, form. They created hip-hop music, they created art, they created their own statement about 
what it felt like to be alive in Israel in the 21st century. 
 
I don’t think many knew that this would be a museum portrait as such, with the capital “M” involved. I 
think that we were dealing with a type of self-presentation that was perceived as not necessarily under 
scrutiny. And for those reasons, I think what we have here is a look into what it feels like to be young and 
vital in contemporary Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. 
 
NARRATOR:  
The decorative background is adapted from a mizrah owned by the Jewish Museum—there’s an example of 
such a mizrach to your left. A mizrach is a decorative plaque affixed to the interior of a synagogue to 
indicate the direction of Jerusalem for prayer. 
Now, take a moment to look at the frame, which Wiley had custom made for this portrait. 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
You’ll see the Lions of Judah, you’ll see the palms, which repeat in other forms throughout other pieces in 
the museum’s collection. You can see a specific example of both the hands and the lions in the Torah ark 
to your right. 
 
NARRATOR:  
In the next track, you’ll hear more about the Blessing Hands mentioned by Wiley. 
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2. BLESSING HANDS, TORAH ARK FRAGMENT, 1893 
 
NARRATOR:  
You’ll find this object in the bright pink room. These hands once sat atop a Torah ark, a large decorative 
container protecting the synagogue’s Torah scrolls. They indicate a gesture made by ancient priests and 
their descendants to bless a Jewish congregation. Here’s artist Kehinde Wiley, who painted the portrait 
Alios Itzhak hanging nearby. 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
As I look around me, I see objects that are familiar from the Alios Itzhak painting. And specific amongst 
them is the Blessing Hands. I believe they’re gold-leafed, and there’s a split between the two sides of the 
hands. It makes me wonder exactly where the story lies, the sort of cleaving of one object into two parts. 
The separation anxiety, I think, is going to be a key part of the way that I engage objects in the room. 
Separation, of course, is involving travel often. 
 
My name is Kehinde Wiley, and as an artist I’ve been inspired by a myriad of influences, and key amongst 
them has to do with nomadic tribes, groups, peoples. As an African-American I come from a culture of 
seeing very Africanist, aesthetics, tastes, flavors, rhythms being displaced and oftentimes taking root in 
hostile new territories. 
The sense in which vulnerability becomes an asset, the sense in which you can take the offcuts or the 
cast-outs and create new cuisines and new vocabularies is an optimistic note that I try to infuse my work 
with. And I think that it is key to understanding not only the African-American story, but the Jewish 
people. 
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3. HAPPY JACK (BORN ANGOKWAZHUK), NEW YEAR GREETING 
 
NARRATOR:  
To find this object, look to the far left of the central case for the small ivory object, featuring two 
portraits. It’s a greeting celebrating Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, from 1910. Here’s artist Kehinde 
Wiley: 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
There are a couple of New Year’s greeting cards in the room. The one that fascinates me the most is made 
with walrus tusks. It’s the portrait of a couple and they are in Alaska. I had no idea that there was a 
substantial Jewish community at this point, during the Gold Rush of Alaska. 
 
Here, it’s annotated as being made in Nome, Alaska, a haunting image and a beautiful testament to 
diaspora culture and a desire to fashion new lives in these faraway places. 
There’s something about these eyes. It seems as though so much attention has been paid to the hair. The 
shading has been attenuated specifically the way that ink falls into the crack in certain areas, but it seems 
to sort of disappear in the left eye of the female sitter. 
 
There’s also just the sense of nostalgia, if you look at the dress code, the hairstyles, the social norms of 
the day. Fashion decays over time. You’ll see that in much of my work, where the 21st century is 
represented in hip-hop clothing. They were positioning themselves for a portrait. 
It’s one of the reasons why still lives are so beautiful and terrible. That sense of time being at once 
embraced, recorded for all eternity, but recognizing the fragility of that as well. 
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4. PORTABLE HANUKKAH LAMP 
 
NARRATOR:  
To find this object, look at the case directly to your right upon entering the room. In the central section 
you’ll see a small silver box. 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
The Portable Hanukkah Lamp is so charming and small. It’s designed to create fire and it’s designed to 
hold fuel. But I think more than anything, it’s designed to hold tradition in a pocket size. It’s scalloped as 
though they were fish scales on the side. 
 
This little amulet, this little remembrance of traditions is something that has a great deal of emotional 
gravity for me. I’m trying to imagine what it feels like to light this small object in a dark room, recognizing 
that small things can give off an ability to see. Darkness as a metaphor, I think, is an important one art 
historically. 
 
Artists have been drawn to light as a metaphor, and certainly light in this object is a signifier for the 
presence of God, but also the presence of truth. The presence of man’s rational domination over an 
irrational world. And quite arguably, everything that we see in this room is a means by which we can 
celebrate a type of light that we all carry, from one port of call to another, into new fields and into new 
homes. 
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5. POSTCARDS 
 
NARRATOR:  
You’re looking at a group of postcards from the 1920s and ‘30s. Due to their fragility, they are rotated out 
and replaced with others every few months. Next time you return to the Museum, you may see something 
different. Here’s artist Kehinde Wiley, who was fascinated by the borders surrounding the postcards. 
 
KEHINDE WILEY:  
The strange bit about it, to me, is the framing itself. It has a kind of Roaring Twenties aspect to it—that 
kind of sacred and profane collision going on within the same picture plane. Frames are key to 
understanding any kind of picture reading. And here these frames are creating a peephole through which 
you can see yourself on one side and the desired space on the other. 
 
The frame itself almost creates desire as an object to be held. Is it the image that you’re looking at on the 
other side as a landscape that is the subject matter of this work, or is it you, the viewer, who is at a 
distance to that space? Perhaps the frame is the point. Perhaps that longing, or as the Portuguese call the 
“saudade,” is the object of desire. 
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Artists’ Voices: Isaac Mizrahi 
 
 
STOP LIST 
 
1. Mel Bochner, The Joys of Yiddish 
2. Purim Noisemaker 
3. Mathias Goeritz, Untitled (Model for Saltiel Community Center, East Talpiot, Jerusalem), c.1975 
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1. MEL BOCHNER, THE JOYS OF YIDDISH 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
Well, kibitzer. Gonif. Gonif (Laughs) is a great one. Meshugener, 
Shlemiel. Shlimazel. Which, of course, makes me think of Laverne & Shirley immediately, 
right? Pisher, plosher, platke-macher. 
 
Hi, my name is Isaac Mizrahi. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Mizrahi is a fashion designer, artist, performer, and author. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
Mel Bochner has a great sense of color. And his work makes me laugh 
sometimes; forget about smile, it actually makes me laugh. And for me, that is the sexiest 
thing in the world, you know? 
 
And I feel the impact of these words, you know? Like it speaks to us about our past, 
right? He’s actually working with this idea of words that come from his past, like folk 
language. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Mel Bochner is celebrated for his key role during the 1960s and ‘70s in the 
evolution of Conceptualism — experimental art in which the idea is more important than the 
physical work itself. He had his own exhibition at the Jewish Museum in 2015. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
I mean this almost is like someone giving you the finger with these 
words, which I love. I think that makes it so modern and kind of like tangible especially 
the way it's laid out, you know, and the negative space on the picture and the weird 
borders and how the words are kind of like, you know, hyphenated, et cetera. 
And I remember the yellow coming through as something that spoke to the yellow star 
in the Holocaust. You know, the yellow had been, like, sullied by the background. And 
there was no care taken by the artist to kind of enhance the yellow. You could see where 
he continued using the brush, where it's like greener than it is more yellow 
But I love that it presents on the wall as a big square of Yiddish kind of complaints, you 
know? It's like: here’s my square of, like, fuck you in Yiddish. He’s like so the Philip 
Roth, let’s say, of minimalists, right? He really is a Jew, you know. And I say that in my 
most incredibly, fantastic, flattering way. 
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2. PURIM NOISEMAKER 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
Hi, my name is Isaac Mizrahi. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Among the many things designer, cabaret performer, and author Mizrahi is drawn to is exuberance and 
humor. So it’s no surprise he chose to talk about the second noisemaker from the top of this display. It’s a 
ritual object used during the celebration of Purim. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
And I just think it's such a beautiful one. And by the way, wood.  
You know, like anything wood. You had me at WOO, right? I just like wood. 
 
NARRATOR:  
The story of Purim as told in the Book of Esther — part of the Hebrew Bible contained 
in its own scroll, or Megillah—is a long one. So long, in fact, that the word “megillah” has 
become English slang meaning an elaborate, involved production. So we’ll keep it simple: Purim is the 
story of the evil Haman, who wanted to kill the Jews, and Queen Esther, who used her smarts to save 
them. Every year on Purim, someone reads the whole Megillah, and… 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
Anytime they get to Haman’s name, you’re supposed to make a lotta noise, whether you clap or scream or 
something. But the real thing you're supposed to do is use a noisemaker, right? So here it is. 
 
I’m thinking it's probably like this thing that you would have bought at, Party City in 
Poland in, like, 1870, right? And you'd have bought, like, ten for your house, right? 
I love the shape of it. It's like this beautiful kind of architectural “L” or something, The 
proportions are just beautiful. And so like this little thing might have been a disposable 
object that some kind of, like, really, really poorly paid person made in order so that this 
... fabulous hostess could have them and then throw them away, right? And then someone didn't throw it 
away because they said: Hey, listen, someone carved it, right? And then by the 1930s it had become this 
beautiful kind of patinaed wooden handmade object. 
 
NARRATOR:  
This noisemaker is in our collection thanks to Polish collector Benjamin Mintz, who bought Jewish antiques 
and ceremonial objects in the early part of the 20th century. Mintz is the reason this object survived the 
Nazi destruction while so many other items of Judaica did not. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI: 
I grew up celebrating Purim. And it was a fun holiday. It was like wow, a fun holiday, what the hell is this, 
right? Because most of the Jewish holidays are dour and scary and terrifying. I remember the first time I 
ever got drunk was when I was nine years old, and it was at a Purim sort of ball at Yeshiva Flatbush, yeah. It 
was total Manischewitz drunkery, yes.  
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3. MATHIAS GOERITZ, UNTITLED  
(MODEL FOR SALTIEL COMMUNITY CENTER, EAST TALPIOT, JERUSALEM) 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
I’m gonna talk about this really personally, because I relate to it so personally, right? 
 
NARRATOR:  
Designer Isaac Mizrahi chose this architectural model… 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
Because it's not just a beautiful object; it's a beautiful plan, right? 
And my work is very, very, very planned. It's about the little tiny things on the inside of 
something that make it great. And that's who I am as an artist. Whereas I think this 
architect, when doing this model, was not thinking about the insides and the tiny little 
details, but he was thinking of the grand scheme of something. So for me, it's a lesson in 
planning, you know? 
 
NARRATOR:  
Architect Mathias Goeritz built this model for the Saltiel Community Center in Jerusalem in 1975. A 
German émigré to Mexico, he traveled frequently to Jerusalem and wanted to donate a project to the city. 
The mayor had the idea of a community center where Jews and Arabs could gather. As Mizrahi himself 
knows all too well, it’s typical for a design to evolve from its first conception. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
You have to look at an architect’s vision. You can't look at the finished product a lot of times, because if 
there's ever one kind of art form, or applied art form, right? That is intensely, madly collaborative, there is 
nothing more, I think, kind of what’s the word? Maddening than architecture, right? 
 
NARRATOR:  
In this case, one of the compromises was the color. Once built to full scale, the community center’s color 
scheme changed to sandstone. Mizrahi celebrates this model as its own independent work of art. 
 
ISAAC MIZRAHI:  
It's an incredible sort of composition of colors. It's absolutely mindbogglingly beautiful, I think. And that 
proportions of the colors and the way it kind of radiates together, you know? This does not bespeak 
details. This bespeaks, like, a beautiful, grand, utopian gesture. And that's what’s so uplifting about it. It's 
like don’t sweat the small stuff yet. Okay? 
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Artists’ Voices: Alex and Maira Kalman 
 
 
STOP LIST 
 
1. Alex and Maira Kalman Welcome You to the Jewish Museum 
2. Hanukkah Lamps 
3. Etrog Containers 
4. In This Life, There Was Very Much, Maira Kalman (Russ & Daughters Mural) 
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1. ALEX & MAIRA KALMAN WELCOME YOU TO THE JEWISH MUSEUM  
 
MAIRA KALMAN: 
I’m Maira Kalman.  
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
And I’m Alex Kalman. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
And we’re happily standing outside the Jewish Museum, about to take you on an, uh, intensely erudite 
audio tour. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
I’m Maira’s son. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
And I’m Alex’s mother.  
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
So she tells me. 
 
NARRATOR:  
Maira and Alex Kalman are longtime New Yorkers. Maira is a writer and illustrator. Alex is a curator and 
director. They have had many collaborations, including founding a museum, curating exhibitions, and 
writing a book. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
I had an exhibit here. ALEX KALMAN: I didn’t. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
You didn’t. It’s a really lovely place for me to think that I’m connected to in a, in a wonderful way. When I 
go to a museum, my favorite thing to do is to empty my brain and not have any idea of what I’m supposed 
to think, which is a wonderful respite from having to know everything. It’s called euphoria of not knowing. 
And then you just wander through, like walking through the park, and, hopefully, you encounter honesty 
and joy and beauty and inspiration.  
 
We always like to read the benefactor wall. It’s fascinating. I mean it’s so, so, um... funny. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
Minnie. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
I love Blanche. Minnie. Minnie is my favorite. 
 
ALEX KALMAN: 
Mailman. I thought it said “carrot,” but it says “Carrol.” 
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MAIRA KALMAN:  
Sheldon is a nice name. Shirley. Marvin. They’re all wonderful names. But, you know, it’s amazing to 
encounter a list of names, a list of names on the wall. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
Because names are fun and they mean a lot and nothing at the same time. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
And they’re people, you know, and they’re people who did a good thing.   
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2. HANUKKAH LAMPS 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
So now we’re in the room of the menorahs, the menorot, and I have a very strong response to ... because 
we’re a secular-ish family that has roots in a very observant family, that was once kosher and observed the 
Sabbath, and then little by little it fell away. 
 
NARRATOR:  
That’s Maira Kalman, an artist and illustrator, with her son, Alex Kalman, a designer, curator, and writer. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
But we observe the holidays, and Hanukkah is a big one, of course, and it’s a very festive one. But we’re an 
incredibly impatient family and don’t like to follow rules, so we light as many menorahs as we can with all 
the candles the first night. 
 
My feeling is the more the better, let there be light, let there be festivities, lots and lots of latkes and lots 
of people. 
 
NARRATOR:  
The Jewish Museum’s collection of Hanukkah lamps is the largest in the world, at nearly 1,050 pieces. This 
installation contains over 80 examples from that collection, organized by the material from which they are 
made. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
We would make menorahs out of fruit. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
Fruit. Like oranges and lemons and, you know, cutting, you know, just all—everything we had around the 
house that could be a menorah. Potatoes. Remember the potato menorahs? 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
Yeah, of course. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
And I guess that way we didn’t have to give you presents every night, which is absurd. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
That I remember. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
You remember not getting presents?  
 
NARRATOR:  
What is the story of Hanukkah, exactly? 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
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Well, legend has it that Judah and the Maccabees were somewhere ... where were they? They were 
somewhere. What? Okay. They were somewhere. And they didn’t have enough ... something. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
Oil. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
My god. That’s right. They didn’t have enough oil to light the lights. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
The lights, to see. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
And there was a miracle and there was enough light for eight nights. 
ALEX KALMAN: Well, the nice thing is that elements from the traditions stay a part of your experiences 
now. You might not know the historical relevance, but you create your own meaning and your own sense of 
joy through it. So perhaps you don’t know why the menorah exists exactly, but it is still a source of 
happiness and poignancy in your life. 
 
NARRATOR:  
You can hear more about Hanukkah on our Jewish Rituals audio tour.  
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3. ETROG CONTAINERS 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
So we’re standing in front of a collection of really beautiful cases for etrog, which is the citrus, the giant 
lemon that’s grown specifically for Sukkot to have in the sukkah and as a symbol of the harvest and the 
bounty and all of the beautiful things that happen in the time of the harvest. So ... 
 
NARRATOR:  
On the far right-hand wall of the bright pink room, you’ll see a shelf with lemon-shaped containers. These 
are called etrog cases. The etrog plays a special role in the celebration of Sukkot, the autumn harvest 
holiday. Here’s Maira Kalman, an artist and illustrator, and her son Alex, a curator and director. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
And an etrog has an unbelievably sweet smell to it that will fill your house. 
MAIRA KALMAN: For Sukkot we buy as many etrogim as possible from the people who sell them. And then 
we give them to friends and we just have them around the house, and they sit on a bed of hemp. It’s so 
beautiful, and it’s such a beautiful connection to nature and to the cycles of the seasons and ... 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
And you could have a horrible day or a fight with your loved one, or a bad dream and come back home and 
see an etrog and smell the etrog and forget it all and be reminded of the sweetness of things and be very, 
very happy. 
 
NARRATOR:  
You can find more information about the celebration of Sukkot in our audio tour on Jewish Rituals. 
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4. MAIRA KALMAN, IN THIS LIFE, THERE WAS VERY MUCH  
 
(RUSS & DAUGHTERS MURAL) 
 
NARRATOR:  
When you need a little nosh, or a cup of coffee, head downstairs to Russ and Daughters at the Jewish 
Museum and listen to this commentary when you get there. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
So here we are at the glorious Russ and Daughters, and we love it for many, many reasons, which we could 
begin to ... 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
For every reason. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
... extoll ... for every reason. You know, that, that in, in one way, the, the secularization of the religion just 
enhanced the eating rituals that, you know … 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
We didn’t spend much time in synagogue, but we spent a lot of time at Russ and Daughters. 
 
NARRATOR:  
The Jewish Museum commissioned this mural from artist Maira Kalman.  
Here she is with her son, Alex, a curator and director. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
So I did the mural for the wall, which incorporates history of New York, history of eastern European Jews, 
history of café life, with some text and, you know, Stravinsky’s in there, and Jascha Heifetz, but also the 
members of the Russ family. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN 
So, “Please give me a nice one,” is the thing that every woman said when you’re asking for a, you know, a 
smoked salmon, “Just please give me a nice one.” And, and this intimacy of exchange is, is palpable. You 
feel a connected intimacy with this man is going to give you a really nice fish. That’s important.  
 
You know, there were hundreds and hundreds of drawings, And, and it reflects very much the way I think, 
which is episodic, unconnected, digressive. I don’t like to stick to the topic. I don’t like to do a scene. Uh, I 
really resist that. So it gives, it gives the eye many places to land without insisting. 
 
ALEX KALMAN:  
If you’re with a child and they’re driving you crazy and you need to give them something to do so you can 
have a moment to eat your salmon or drink your coffee, then you can ask them to count the number of 
fish that are on the wall, or find the man playing the violin, or find the cats and count the cats, or find the 
accordion player, or the fish that is spitting water, or count how many men are wearing hats, or how many 
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women are wearing dresses, and how many people look like they’re having a nice time and how many 
people look like they’re not. 
 
MAIRA KALMAN:  
At Russ and Daughters, it’s so amazing because they have all the words spelled out in beautiful signage 
across the thing, and it’s like a poem, which I’m going to read to you now: Bagels and bialys, smoked fish, 
egg creams, rugelach, belly lox, pickled herring, Gaspe nova, chocolate babka, pickles from the barrel, 
marble halvah, catering and events, schmaltz herring, black and white cookies. That’s the poem. The end. 
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Artists’ Voices: Douglas Ridloff 
 
 
STOP LIST  
 

1. Untitled (jew), William Anastasi 
2. Seder, Nicole Eisenman 
3. OY/YO, Deborah Kass 
4. Untitled, Wallace Berman 
5. Hanukkah Lamps 
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1.    UNTITLED (JEW) 
 
DOUGLAS RIDLOFF: 
 
Hello! I’m Douglas Ridloff. I’m Deaf and Jewish. 
 
When I first saw this image, this piece of art on the wall, a square of blank space, I 
was struck by the power of it.  
 
It’s minimalistic, blank, save for this singular word: “jew,” that carries with it a vast 
historical context. 
 
It’s a powerful word, with both positive and negative connotations. There are 
concepts of culture, food, and history encompassed within it. 
As I gazed at it, I felt a similar set of meanings in the word “Deaf.” I envisioned this 
same work with that word on it instead: “Deaf”. 
 
It’s a word that is also powerful, and similarly carries its history with it, and its 
negative and positive connotations. It too, has seen many battles. 
 
In my childhood, I recall, riding the school bus with the other Deaf children and 
having them hurl “Jew” at me as an insult. 
 
They were not Jewish themselves and didn’t comprehend the historical context. So 
toughing it out through those experiences made me stronger as a Jew. 
 
I remember them spewing “Jew! Jew!” at me in that negative frame, but with my 
family, and in the company of other Deaf Jews, the frame was positive, we were in 
union and supported and strengthened by each other.  
 
It is the same with the word “Deaf” and its framing as well. 
 
The general hearing population views it in a negative frame, as something unwanted, 
something that should be eradicated, removed. 
 
Whether it’s through the insertion of cochlear implants, the elimination of sign 
language, or through isolation, oppression, and educational deprivation, it also 
represents struggles, the battles we’ve fought throughout history. 
 
Even in today’s society, as these two populations continue to gain strength and 
recognition, they both continue to have to fight in societies around the world 
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against the archaic and stagnant mindsets concerning these words “Jew” and 
“Deaf”. 
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2.    SEDER 
 
DOUGLAS RIDLOFF: 
Hello, I’m Douglas Ridloff, and I’m a Deaf Jewish man.  
 
When I look at this artwork, titled “Seder,” it conjures memories of dining in my 
upbringing. 
 
That boy there, bored and leaning on his hand? That was me. 
I grew up in a hearing family and the other people at the table didn’t know sign 
language like me, so they all spoke to each other. I was stuck, unable to understand 
them and repeatedly nudging my mother and pointing at people at the table, asking 
her what they were saying. 
 
This continued while I was younger, but as I grew older, I grew tired of constantly 
asking my mother to fill me in, and I’d just sit there restlessly instead. 
 
So I missed the reading of the Torah, the history of the Seder, the meaning behind 
what we were doing. I missed everything. My mother would teach it to me as I was 
growing up, but that wasn’t the same. 
 
Later, I found all kinds of reasons to get out of Seder, I’d take a vacation at that time 
or just get out of town.  
 
I constantly avoided going to Seder, because I knew I’d be stuck there like that boy, 
with my head on my hand, bored. 
 
Now I have a family of my own, two Deaf boys and a Deaf wife, and I’ve found a 
reason to return to the Seder, and to bring us together for that meal. 
 
Various members of my family have passed away over the years, but my mother and 
my brother still come.  
 
And it feels just the reverse of the way it did; my mother and brother are the ones 
sitting quietly while we all sign to one another. 
 
I feel know that my family and I have a fitting Seder celebration. 
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3.    OY/YO 
 
DOUGLAS RIDLOFF: 
Hello I’m Douglas Ridloff. I’m a Deaf Jewish Man 
 
I first saw this piece near the Brooklyn Bridge. It literally grabbed my eye and pulled 
it right in. 
 
I thought it was badass and cool, and then I walked around it and realized it was even 
cooler, because I saw the flipside of “YO” to the “OY.” 
 
It’s a representation of New York, and therefore a representation of me, a New 
Yorker born and bred. 
 
And I hope to die here as a New Yorker, too. 
 
I feel that this represents the Deaf community, too, because our signs and our facial 
expressions are so bold that we draw the eyes of hearing people everywhere, just as 
this sculpture drew mine. 
 
There’s something about “YO!” and “OY!” that makes me think of the tendency of 
Deaf people to be so direct. If you gain weight someone might say, “you got fat, what 
happened?” 
 
Or if you were to make a mistake, someone might just say, “You idiot! Come on 
now!” 
 
We’re very blunt. 
 
“OY” and “YO” also has that reversibility to it. If you speak a sentence in English, you 
can’t then speak it backwards exactly.  
 
In sign language, you can. For example, diving off the diving board.... 
 
See? In sign language, you can say that both forwards and backwards. 
 
Also, when I call my friends, all their names are “YO!” because if I need to call to 
them from afar, I just yell “YO!” and then they look my way. Maybe they use hearing 
aids. When I was growing up, everyone’s name was “YO.” 
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4.    UNTITLED, WALLACE BERMAN 
 
DOUGLAS RIDLOFF: 
Hello, I’m Douglas Ridloff. I’m a poet. 
 
When I first saw this piece with these rocks piled together in their frame, I thought 
of my father’s gravestone, and of always placing stones on it.  
 
That has been a tradition in my family for ages, placing rocks on loved ones’ 
tombstones. 
 
I composed this poem for my father.  
 
Forgotten. 
No. 
Dissipated. 
No. 
Gone. 
No. 
You  
hold this place in my mind. 
You  
hold this place in my heart. 
You  
are the salt of the Earth. 
And this brilliant blossom cherished so deeply. 
Forgotten. 
No. 
Dissipated. 
No. 
Gone. 
No. 
You  
hold these places in my heart and mind. 
You 
are forever loved. 
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5.    HANUKKAH LAMPS 
 
DOUGLAS RIDLOFF: 
Hello, I’m Douglas Ridloff, a poet. 
 
The following is an interpretation of the Hanukkah story.  
 
The forces of Antiochus storm toward the gates of Jerusalem, his riders in  
their saddles, fiercely driving their horses onward. 
 
A lone civilian flees, running in terror, the army galloping ever closer behind  
him. 
 
Ahead of him, the gates loom, closed. 
 
From behind him, a soldier hurls a spear, which hurtles through air, as he  
claws at the gates, but he is slain where he stands. 
 
And the gates are opened, his body swinging with them, pinned in place by  
the spear. 
 
The invasion swarms through the gates capturing the people within and  
forcing them into cells. 
 
The city is now, and all within its walls, now under their command the Jews  
subdued for the present. 
 
Antiochus struts into his captured city. 
 
The fabric of his capacious sleeve swaying on his arm, he stakes his claim  
with his staff. 
 
The citizens, newly conquered, continue their lives under the persistent, daily 
threat of beatings, until a young boy, watching all that unfolds is pulled aside 
by his father to attempt a desperate escape. 
 
They take frantic flight across the country, until they arrive, some distance  
away, in a new encampment. 
 
The community grows as more refugees seek sanctuary. 
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And yet more come, and it grows, and so forth such that they gain strength  
as a nation, and begin to retake their lost lands, folding yet more into their  
ranks. 
They retake and grow and retake and grow, and then they are ready. 
The time has come to free Jerusalem! 
 
Their army swarms at the gates of their home, which swing open to allow  
Antiochus men to sortie. 
 
Champions from each army face off. 
The Seleucid champion is huge, muscles bulging from every part of his  
physique. 
 
He blows a mighty horn, and draws his whip, cracking it in the air. 
 
Through the settling dust, we see his challenger, Judah Maccabee, face full of 
determination, hair dangling along the sides of his face, muscles taut and  
ready. 
 
He takes off! Running at his opponent, he swiftly draws his bow and fires, his  
arrow finding its mark in his opponent’s skull, sending him flying backwards,  
arms and legs akimbo, to collapse in a heap upon the earth. 
 
Judah stops and looks at the slain champion, as do the Seleucid army 
And high up in the battlements, the fabric of his capacious sleeve swaying on 
his arm, Antiochus looks on in horror as the Maccabean army storms the city  
takes back what is theirs, and drives their oppressors back out of the gates  
from whence they came. 
 
The Maccabean army takes stock of the newly vacant city, and surveys the  
damages parapets, lamp posts, buildings, and even the Temple, have fallen  
into disrepair. 
 
Judah climbs the steps of the Temple, pushes through its doors, and sees the  
desecration and damage caused by the Seleucids. 
But the Menorah still stands proudly in its place, and Judah searches for the  
oil to light it. 
|  
He finds just a small, single vial of the pure olive oil, carefully opens it, pours  
it into the Menorah, strikes a match, and lights it. 
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The flame flickers. 
 
Night falls. 
 
Daybreak! 
Behold, the oil burns yet. 
 
Another night passes and still it burns! 
 
Another night and still! 
 
And another, and another and so on, until it flickers out on the 8th day and  
this became Hanukkah. 
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Kids and Family Tour 
 
STOP LIST  
 
1. Welcome to the Kids Tour!  
2. Peter Shire, Menorah #7 
3. Deborah Kass, OY/YO  
4. Amy Reichert, Miriam Cup  
5. Nicole Eisenman, Seder  
6. Eva Hesse, Untitled  
7. Arlene Shechet, Travel Light 
8. Adolph Gottlieb, Return of the Mariner  
9. Kehinde Wiley, Alios Itzhak  
10. Abraham Shulkin, Torah Ark  
11. Camille Pissarro, Portal of the Church of Saint-Jacques in Diepee 
12. Happy Jack, New Year Greeting 
13. Moses Formstecher, Temple in a Bottle 
14. Spice Containers  
15. Lucy Puls, Osher 
16. Accumulations: Hanukkah Lamps 
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1. WELCOME TO THE KIDS TOUR! 
 
NARRATOR:  
Welcome to the Jewish Museum Family tour. It’s great for kids six and up. 
 
The Jewish Museum is an art museum, and there’s many different ways to look at the art work you 
discover here. You might find things that are beautiful, strange, funny, or inspiring. 
 
Each object you will encounter has a story to tell. As we explore together, take the time to study each 
work of art closely. Examine it from top to bottom. You might find another story when looking from a 
different point of view. 
 
Joining us is Mark Epstein, an artist and educator, along with students from the Nightingale-Bamford 
School. This tour is all about conversation, so feel free to ask each other questions, get curious, and have 
fun. Alright, let’s get started! 
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2. PETER SHIRE, MENORAH #7 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We are in front of Peter Shire’s Menorah #7, and I’m wondering when you look at it, what kinds of things 
you notice. 
 
STUDENTS: 
It’s very abstract, like a couple objects he found around the house or something. 
 
It’s very modern, and I think I see a dreidel on the base of it. 
 
When you come a little closer you can notice the hole where you would put the candles in. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
The Jewish holiday of Hanukkah is celebrated by lighting a menorah with nine candleholders. We light the 
menorah to remember the miracle of a one-day supply of oil lasting eight whole days. 
 
But this menorah might not look like the ones you’ve seen before. When Peter Shire made it, he was a part 
of a group of designers and artists that called themselves Memphis. They were inspired by pop-culture, 
cartoons, and toys. What do you think? Do you see that inspiration here? 
What feelings come to mind when you see it? Playfulness? Laughter? Joy?  
STUDENTS: 
I think that it’s kind of like finding happiness in darkness ‘cause there’s a lot of colors, but then there’s 
also a couple brighter ones. 
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3. OY/YO, DEBORAH KASS 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
A sculpture you can read, what? What does this sculpture say? 
 
STUDENTS: 
Oy. Oy! Oy. Oy. Oy. Oy. Oy! 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
The word “oy” comes from the Yiddish term “oy vey.” We use it to mean “oh no” or “ugh.” But what if you 
walk around to the other side?  
 
STUDENTS: 
Yo. Yo. Yo. Yo! [LAUGHS]  
Yo. Yo-o. 
Yo-yo-yo. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We are looking at the sculpture OY/YO by the artist Deborah Kass, and I’m curious what questions you 
have about it. 
 
STUDENTS: 
Why did Deborah Kass choose the color yellow, and why did she choose such a smooth surface? 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This piece was inspired in part by a painting by another artist named Ed Ruscha, and that painting was of 
big block letters, but it was just the word “Oof”— O-O- F. 
 
Deborah Kass is interested sometimes in reclaiming these works of art that were made by men and 
remaking them in her own voice as a woman. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I think it’s nice that she is making them herself from a woman’s point of view, and she uses a different 
word but same message and concept. 
 
I’m wondering why she chose these two words, and whether or not they have any other meaning to her. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Deborah Kass is a New Yorker and she feels like the words “oy” and “yo” really represent her city. If you’re 
from New York, what words do you think represent New York? And if you’re from somewhere else, what 
words represent where you’re from  
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4. AMY REICHERT, MIRIAM CUP 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We are looking at Miriam Cup by Amy Klein Reichert, and I’m curious what details you notice about this 
piece. 
 
STUDENTS: 
It looks like a mirror. But a circled mirror. And on the sides, there are like these tiny, tiny little cymbals 
hanging off ... or attached to the railing. 
 
The little posts that are holding up the rim look kind of like stalks of some type of plant. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
What do you think it would sound like if we moved the bowl? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I think it would sound like tiny cymbals, banging against each other. Maybe like small bells chiming. 
 
MARK: 
The holiday of Passover is the holiday of the Jewish people leaving enslavement 
in Egypt. And usually the person we talk about during that holiday is Moses. 
 
Miriam was Moses’s sister, and Moses helps lead the Jewish people out of enslavement in Egypt across the 
Red Sea. And the story goes that after they crossed, Miriam had a timbrel, like a tambourine, and she 
played the tambourine so that the women specifically could dance in a circle with her in celebration. 
 
The bowl itself comes out of a new Jewish ritual which was developed in the 1980s, which involves putting 
this bowl on the Seder table during the Passover Seder and filling it with water. And the reason that it was 
filled with water is because Miriam had this well which miraculously followed the Jewish people through 
the desert wherever they went. 
 
STUDENTS: 
Because it’s really reflective, I think it really represents water in a well. And that because the water was 
saving the people, it has cymbals, as signs of happiness— like they’re being saved. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
If you were sitting at a Seder table, whether you’ve been to a Seder or you haven’t been to a Seder, and 
you saw this new symbol of women and girls on the table, how would it make you feel? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I would feel pleased and happy because I feel like I am getting celebrated. 
 
I would feel happy that Miriam and other women were being recognized for what they did, and not just 
men.  
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5. SEDER, NICOLE EISENMAN 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We are in front of Seder by the artist Nicole Eisenman. We’re looking at a painting of a holiday meal for the 
holiday of Passover. 
 
The Passover story commemorates the exodus, or escape, of the Jews from Egypt. Check out the large 
plate in the middle of the painting. It’s a Seder plate, and it’s filled with different foods that represent 
parts of the exodus story. 
 
If we look at the hands in the bottom middle of the painting, we see what looks like a large cracker. We 
call this “matzah.” The reason we eat matzah on Passover is because the Jews had so little time to leave 
Egypt that their bread didn’t have time to rise in the oven, so they grabbed it and ran. 
 
One of the coolest things about this painting is how much fun the artist seems to be having with the paint. 
If you look to the left, you can see what looks like paint that’s squeezed directly out of a tube; where in the 
back the paint is kind of marble-y and a little bit more spread out. What do you notice about the way the 
artist has used the paint? 
 
STUDENTS: 
It looks like everyone has a different mood, and I think it kind of goes with their texture. For example, the 
person in the back who’s leaning on the table looks very bored, and they don’t have too much texture, like 
roughness or like bumpiness. 
 
There seems to be a certain pattern in the background where it’s kind of chalky. It reminds me of a 
chalkboard. But the area around the woman’s head is whiter. And light, with an outline of what seems to 
be her head. 
 
I really like how there’s some outline of the woman at the far end of the table, and I think she might be 
special to the artist. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Think about a special meal you and your family might have together.  
How would you paint it? 
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6. UNTITLED, EVA HESSE 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Looking up at this painting by Eva Hesse, I’m wondering what you notice. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I see a lot of household objects in this. I can see a shoe and a sock at the top, and I see a book towards the 
right. 
 
To me the yellow pops a lot ‘cause it’s such a bright color compared to all the other grays and blacks and a 
few blues. 
 
It’s white in the background, but then it looks like dribbles of paint, on the bottom. And it doesn’t look like 
it’s supposed to be perfect; it looks kind of abstract and, like water spilled on it. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
What does it mean to be abstract? [BEAT] 
An abstract work of art uses shapes and colors to communicate feelings and ideas. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I think it makes you think, and it’s also nice because everyone can interpret it in a different way. And 
everyone can see what they want. 
 
This kind of reminds me of a mystery book because I feel like some of the things painted in this could be 
clues to something. I don’t know what, but it’s kind of cool. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Eva Hesse is more famous as a sculptor, and this was one of the last paintings she made before turning her 
art practice only to sculpture. 
 
One thing you might notice is that Eva Hesse uses different kinds of thickness with her paint. So some 
portions of it are built up and they would have a texture if we could touch them. And other parts, she 
really thins down the paint so she can pour it, and that’s how she gets these drips at the bottom. And I’m 
wondering, as you look at it, if the thick parts make you feel any different than the thin parts? 
 
STUDENTS: 
The thinner parts, make me feel kind of sad because it looks kind of like tears to me. And the thicker parts 
make me feel more confident and solid. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Pretend you’re holding a paintbrush. Now move your arm like you’re making a really precise form. Now a 
really loose form. How does it feel different?  
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7. ARLENE SHECHET, TRAVEL LIGHT 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
When you look at this artwork, what kinds of words come to mind? 
 
STUDENTS: 
Candles. Bag. 
Travel. Broken. Creative. 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We’re standing in front of the sculpture Travel Light by the artist Arlene Shechet. How would you describe 
it to the person you’re with? 
 
STUDENTS: 
It kind of looks like everything’s overflowing, like something might fall out at one point. 
 
There’s a lot going on. In every angle there’s something different and there’s actual candles used in it. 
 
It looks like a bag that you use to travel, and then it looks like someone tried to fit Shabbat inside the bag. 
 
Every Friday night it’s a Jewish celebration of rest and you light these special candles and then they melt 
down at night. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Yes, absolutely. Why do you imagine someone would pack candlesticks to take with them? 
 
STUDENTS: 
If where they were traveling they wanted to practice a religious ceremony, or something, they wanted to 
keep with them as a sign of remembrance. 
 
And also if they traveled far away, they wouldn’t forget their culture ‘cause they’d still have something to 
remember it by. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. 
 
Take a look at the candlesticks. They’re re-creations of ones that the artist’s grandparents had in their 
home. They brought them when they emigrated from Belarus, and they’re all that remain of that old life. 
 
The printed page that we can see coming through the sculpture is a copy of the artist’s grandmother’s 
passport. So she’s embedded it in this sculpture. 
 
STUDENTS: 
Maybe she wanted to keep the passport as a memory of her grandmother or as an artifact she wanted to 
keep for the future. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
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Yes… Suitcases are often made out of leather, but this isn’t made out of leather. What do you think it’s 
made out of? 
 
STUDENTS: 
It looks like it’s made out of marble, but the sculptor made it look soft at the same time. 
 
It looks almost fabric-y until you notice that there are shadows on it and it’s not moving at all. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
What is the most 21st century way we could make a sculpture? 
 
STUDENTS: 
3D printing it. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
 [SNAPS FINGERS] This sculpture was 3D printed. The candles are actual candles that were added, and the 
material for the rest of the sculpture is a mixture of plaster and resin. 
 
What I think is important about that is we have a sculpture that’s telling us the story of the past, made with 
a technique that’s very much of now and of the future. 
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8. ADOLPH GOTTLIEB, RETURN OF THE MARINER 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We’re looking at the painting Return of the Mariner by the artist Adolph Gottlieb, and I’m curious, when 
you look at it, what story do you think he’s trying to tell us? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I think it’s all a puzzle. When you look at it, it’s quite confusing. Since there’s all these different squares on 
the grid with different images. [BEGIN FADE OUT] But once you piece it together, it makes sense. I think 
that this painting is almost like a comic book page. Once there was an arrow. This arrow pointed to a gate. 
The gate saw this eye. [BEGIN FADE OUT] Saw this hand pointing the other way, using its eye. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Do you think that Adolph Gottlieb wanted us to figure out exactly what was happening in the painting? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I don’t think he wanted us to figure it out exactly. Because I think he wanted everyone to interpret it in 
different ways. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Absolutely! Gottlieb made many paintings like this … organized into a grid, with pictures, shapes, and even 
faces that seem to symbolize something and tell a story. The title of this painting refers to the journeys of 
Theseus and Odysseus, who were great adventurers in Greek mythology. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I know Odysseus and the Odyssey, he fights a cyclops and in the center it’s like a triangle which kind of 
resembles a one-eyed creature. Which is like a cyclops, and which Odysseus faces... And there’s a “one-
eye” on the top. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
I’m curious, when you look at the painting, does anything feel kind of voyage-y or like we’re on a quest? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I feel like the arrows and the pointing finger are definitely voyage-y. I also see right below the hand 
pointing it appears to me like there’s a sailboat. And then diagonally down to the left of that, I also feel 
there’s a steamboat. [BEGIN FADE OUT] 
 
I do see how this could resemble a journey. You see there’s a ladder or a bridge, which could symbolize 
going and moving to somewhere else on a journey somewhere. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Think of a journey or adventure you’ve been on. What symbols or pictures might you choose to tell the 
story?  
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9. KEHINDE WILEY, ALIOS ITZHAK  
 
KEHINDE WILEY: 
My name is Kehinde Wiley and I’m here at the museum today to talk about some 
of my work. I travel globally to stop young people in the streets and asked them to pose for me. In this 
particular case, I went to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, and I went to basketball courts and playgrounds and 
shopping centers. And ultimately I ran into a group of young people who were trying to fashion their 
identity somehow. Many of them were young people who were influenced by American culture; specifically 
hip-hop culture. My work is a direct response to their place in society, their points of view. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We’re standing in front of a painting called Alios Itzhak. That’s the name of the man in this portrait. 
Kehinde Wiley asked Alios to choose for himself how he would like to pose. 
 
STUDENTS: 
He seems powerful in this painting. I definitely think he looks confident and strong, like he’s going to prove 
what is right, and going up against something. Also, he’s standing up straight; it’s not like he’s ashamed of 
anything.  
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
I like the idea that the artist is somehow giving power to the subject of his portrait. When we say 
“portrait,” we really just mean a picture of a person. Portraits tell us a story about that person in a lot of 
ways, for example, through their clothing, expression, setting, or the way it’s painted. 
 
If someone painted a portrait of you, how would you want to look? [BEAT] 
What else do you notice about this painting? 
 
STUDENTS: 
The background is very different than the person himself, because it’s very bright and vibrant and it looks 
like there’s a building in the background, but the colors don’t seem like normal colors that you would put 
on a building. And I also notice that there are four Hebrew words on the border of the frame. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
In the corners of this painting we have four Hebrew words “mitsad 
zeh rûach chayim,” which translates to “from this side, the spirit of life.” 
 
The background of this painting is based on an old papercut from eastern Europe called a “mizrach,” and a 
mizrach is the Hebrew word for “east.” Some Jews place it on their east wall to know in which direction 
they should pray. If you look to the left of the painting, you’ll see a great example of a traditional papercut, 
similar to the one that inspired Kehinde Wiley.   
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10. ABRAHAM SHULKIN, TORAH ARK 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This Torah ark was made by an artist named Abraham Shulkin, who emigrated from the Russian Empire at 
the end of the 1800s. And he moved to Sioux City, Iowa. 
 
When we talk about the Torah, we’re talking about the first five books of the Hebrew Bible written on a 
parchment, and that would be stored in this Torah ark. 
I’m wondering what kinds of things pop out to you when you look at it? STUDENTS: 
Well, I see that it’s wooden material and that has a lot of intricate designs, some 
gold at the top. And it has animals on the pillars. 
 
I see a lot of birds and maybe some sunflowers. And I see two lions engraved at the top of the wood. There 
also is a Jewish star with a Hebrew word in it. 
 
The hands look kind of like they’re reaching out to something, and I think that might have something to do 
with the eagle. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
The hands are in a special blessing position. 
 
I also think the eagle is an interesting symbol to put on the Torah ark because not only is it an American 
symbol, which Abraham would have known, but it was also a symbol of the ruler of Russia. So in a way it’s 
like he’s kind of waving at his old country and saying hello to his new country at the same time. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I also think this person might have put the eagle because he was an immigrant and he didn’t know what 
was gonna be waiting for him. But he obviously still had hope and he has freedom now. An eagle shows 
strength and defiance and maybe it was hard for him so he wanted to show that. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Yes! Does anyone see any similarities between the background of the Kehinde Wiley painting, to the left, 
and Abraham Shulkin’s Torah ark? 
 
STUDENTS: 
They both have the same designs. They both have animals and plants and flowers and such, but also the 
person who made the Torah ark was an immigrant as well as the person who’s posing in the other painting. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Totally. Can you find some plants or animals that are similar in both the Torah ark and painting to the left.   
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11. CAMILLE PISSARRO, PORTAL OF THE CHURCH OF SAINT-JACQUES IN DIEPPE 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We are standing here in front of Portal of the Church of Saint-Jacques in Dieppe by Camille Pissarro. 
 
Camille Pissarro made this painting and about eight others of the same kind of church and the same town 
square when he was actually on vacation with his family. 
 
What do you notice about the way Pissarro has used his paint and his paintbrushes? 
 
STUDENTS: 
When you get up close to the painting, you can see the people, they don’t really look like people very 
much. It looks like just a few dots, to make up a dress and then a few dots to make up the hair. But once 
you get farther away you see the huge picture. 
 
I notice that this painting looks very realistic. It looks like it was put through some type of iPhone filter. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Impressionist artists were interested in capturing the impression of a time and place. Instead of creating 
an exact replica, they wanted to represent a fleeting moment or feeling. Many Impressionist artists painted 
the same thing again and again at different times of day. 
 
And that’s just what Pissarro did; he painted lots of different views of this church and the market square, 
as the light changed over time. 
 
Close your eyes for a second and think about what it would feel like to be inside this painting. What’s the 
weather like? How about the light? What time of day do you think it is? How does it feel to be in this place? 
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 12. HAPPY JACK, NEW YEAR GREETING 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This is a gallery in the museum called Taxonomies, which is a fancy way of talking about the way things are 
named and are categorized. You can see, as you look around the room, that there are different cases of 
similar-looking objects, and we’re gonna think about some of those objects. 
 
We’re focusing on a small object that has some surprising stories to tell. What do you notice about it? 
 
STUDENTS: 
I see that the man is wearing a top hat and he looks sad almost. And the woman has a very straight, almost 
a hint of a smile on her face. 
 
The faces are really shaded, and they look very lifelike, and they didn’t spare any details on the eyes. And 
there are flowers; a lot of them. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This object was made in 1910 by a native Alaskan artist who had an Inuit name, but went by the English-
language nickname “Happy Jack.” What do you think it’s made out of? 
 
STUDENTS: 
Shiny wood. I feel like it kind of looks like porcelain. Ivory or limestone. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
What else has a tusk besides an elephant? 
 
STUDENTS: 
Walrus. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
That’s right! This is carved ivory from a walrus tusk. Now it’s illegal to buy and sell ivory. But back then 
Happy Jack would have carved into the walrus tusk with a really sharp item—a knife or a needle or a 
chisel—and then he rubbed ink or ashes or something else dark into those cuts, so that we get the dark 
line that we see. Let me read the Hebrew that is on the object. It says: “L’shana tova tikatevu.” Does that 
sound familiar to anybody?  
 
STUDENTS:  
Shana tova; happy new year. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
L’shana tova tikatevu is a happy new year greeting for the holiday of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, 
and it means that we want you to be inscribed for a good new year. We want it to happen to you, to have a 
good new year. So this might have been a Rosh Hashanah card, a New Year card, given from this couple 
that’s carved into the walrus tusk to their friends. If you were to design your own New Year’s greeting, 
what it look like? 
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13. MOSES FORMSTECHER, TEMPLE IN A BOTTLE 
 
STUDENTS: 
This temple is very grand. It has multiple floors that you can even see from the outside. Many doors and 
windows. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
We’re looking at a model of the Second Temple in Jerusalem. Has anyone ever heard of the Wailing Wall or 
the Western Wall in Jerusalem? That’s all that remains of we call the Second Temple. Now there are 
temples and synagogues all over the world. But back then there was just one: the main temple in 
Jerusalem. Let’s think about it for a second … that must have been such a special place. Ok, this is crazy… 
the artist never actually saw the temple because it was destroyed hundreds of years before he was born. 
There were no photos or drawings, so he used written descriptions from the Bible, along with his 
imagination, to create this temple. 
How do you think this little building got in this bottle?  
STUDENTS: 
I’d like to think that the person who created this advanced science 100 years and created a shrink ray, so 
they shrunk it and put it in a bottle. I think they cut off the bottom of the bottle and then created the 
castle out of clay or whatever materials. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Get ready to have your minds blown. The bottle was unharmed in the making of this thing. 
 
STUDENTS: 
How is this possible? 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
[LAUGHS] Does anyone think that maybe this could have been possible with very long tweezers? 
 
STUDENT: 
But ... but yeah ... no. No, ‘cause, uh, the ... the castle’s too big to fit through the bottle. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This artwork is an example of what’s known as an “impossible bottle.” An impossible bottle contains an 
object that looks way too big to fit inside the bottle. 
 
In the early 1800s Moses Formstecher had a very [LAUGHS] long pair of tweezers, and basically he had all 
of the parts of the temple outside of the bottle, and then with the tweezers he first put them in piece by 
piece, and then he glued them together and constructed the entire thing inside the bottle. 
 
What if suddenly you had the power to shrink something huge and put it into a bottle. What would you 
choose?  
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14. SPICE CONTAINERS 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Take a look at the large case of silver spice boxes shaped like tiny towers. 
 
When we look at these spice boxes that are in the case, what do we notice about them? 
 
STUDENTS: 
They look sort of medieval. They all look like castles. 
Like a little fortress to protect your spices. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
In parts of Europe during Renaissance times, containers in the shape of towers became popular, in some 
cases imitating specific buildings people liked or admired. 
 
STUDENTS: 
They all look very beautiful and intricate, but what I don’t understand is, they seem to have holes in them. 
So how would the spices not fall through? 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
All of the spice boxes have a little door or a little hinge that opens up, and you can put the spices in. And 
they don’t usually fall out because people don’t usually shake them upside-down. 
I’m wondering if anybody knows when in Judaism people sometimes use spice containers. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I have no idea. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
The end of Shabbat is a ritual called “Havdalah,” and during the Havdalah ceremony you pass around a 
spice box filled with things like cinnamon and other things that smell really delicious, wishing people a 
happy week or sort of a delicious and joyous week. 
 
STUDENTS: 
I know some kids in my family that love, love, love lighting Shabbat candles and passing around the spices. 
 
This is the first time I’ve heard this and now I’m gonna force my family to do this ‘cause it sounds really 
fun, and I’m sad that I’ve been missing this for 12 years of my life. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Oh my god, I love it! If you could put a wonderful smell in a spice box, what would you choose? Flowers, 
fresh-baked cookies, something else.   
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15. LUCY PULS, SPICE CONTAINERS 
 
STUDENTS: 
It kind of looks like a block of wood. 
 
It looks like the inside of a cardboard box, and some brown clay got molded into a square shape. 
 
It looks like bricks that aren’t red. 
It’s also the shade of what a cinnamon stick looks like. MARK: 
This is a sculpture made out of cinnamon bound with a kind of glue, and a little bit of cardboard. 
 
[BEAT] 
 
This sculpture by Lucy Puls is from the year 2006, and the title of it is the Hebrew word “Osher,” which 
translates in English to “Happiness.” And I’m curious what you think the relationship might be between 
these blocks of cinnamon and older spice boxes. 
 
STUDENTS: 
Well, the spice boxes, when we were passing them around with nice-smelling spices, supposed to bring 
happiness to your next week. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Let’s think about the Havdalah ceremony for one moment. So we have the three-wicked candle, we have 
the spice box with the nice spices that we’re passing around, and we also have some prayers that we sing. 
And I’m wondering if we could add something to that ceremony, something to help wish people a good 
week or to mark the difference between Shabbat, which is really peaceful and the kind of hectic work 
week. What’s another part of that ceremony we could start? 
 
STUDENTS: 
Sometimes you could do yoga, meditation, smelling incense. 
 
Or you can think about the fun things you’re gonna do in the next week to come. 
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16. ACCUMULATIONS: HANUKKAH LAMPS 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
This room has Hanukkiyot in every possible shape and size, and from all around the world. A Hanukkiah is a 
kind of menorah that has nine candle holders—eight for candles to be lit, with the ninth one called the 
shammash. 
 
If you look closely, you’ll see that each case is organized by the materials that the artist used to make it. 
Tradition says make a menorah from the most precious material available. There’s even a list that says 
what to use. First choice is gold, then silver, then copper—all the way down to acorn shells! What would 
you use to make a menorah? 
 
[BEAT] 
 
To help you find some of the hidden treasures in this room, here are clues to some favorites. You can 
always tap the pause button while you find the menorah. Then tap play to hear the next clue. 
 
STUDENTS: 
Can you find the menorah that’s made of chairs? [BEAT] 
Can you find the menorah that’s silver and has a bowl of overflowing fruit? [BEAT] 
Can you find the menorah that has two birds on it? [BEAT] 
Can you find the menorah that looks like it’s floating? [BEAT] 
Find the menorah that’s made to look like a turkey. 
 
MARK EPSTEIN: 
Which menorah is your favorite and why? 
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Stonewall 50  
Ross Bleckner and Deborah Kass in Conversation  
 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
Hi, I’m Eric Marcus. I’m a writer, journalist, and I host of the Making Gay History Podcast. You’re about to 
hear excerpts from a conversation that I moderated between Deb Kass and Ross Bleckner, two pioneering 
artists with work in the Jewish Museum’s collection. 
 
Our conversation was inspired by the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall uprising. Stonewall was a historic 
moment of rebellion against police oppression. It was also a key turning point that’s become a symbol of 
the energy, creativity, and urgency that came to characterize the LGBTQ civil rights movement in the 
decades that followed. 
 
In my conversation with Deb and Ross, we’ll talk about queerness, we’ll talk about Jewishness, and you’ll 
also hear us struggle to tease out the complex threads of the identity tapestry that both artists have 
expressed through their art. 
 
I hope that this conversation gives you an opportunity to think about the ways that LGBTQ identity can 
color—or is sometimes erased from—the stories we tell about art and artists. 
 
I thoroughly enjoyed the conversation, and I think you will too. [Clapping] 
ERIC MARCUS: Was there any sense of kinship because you are both Jewish and gay? 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
No.  
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
None.  
 
[Laughter] 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
And for you Deb, was there any sense of kinship with Ross? KASS: I think I felt a kinship with Ross because 
we’re from Long Island. [Laughter] 
 
BLECKNER:  
And that’s gay and Jewish. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
[overlapping] And that’s pretty damn gay and Jewish 
 
[Laughter] 
 
BLECKNER:  
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You don’t get more Jewish than that. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
I grew up way west of there in Queens, so… Deb, what was your understanding of gay people as a teenager 
growing up on Long Island? 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
I really had none. I didn’t know anyone who was out, who was older. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
Yeah I did, actually. In that way I feel a little bit like an anomaly because—um—I never came out. But I never 
had to come out. I was never in. Never. I never got harassed. The only time anybody ever said anything—it 
was my mother had a yellow car that I drove to school a few days. That was pale yellow. And some guy said 
to me, “Only fairies would drive a yellow car.” 
 
[Laughter] 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
And you went … and … ?  
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
And so what? [Laughter] So uh … being Jewish [overlapping] … being Jewish, because of where I grew up, 
because of the history of my family, because of the Depression, my parents came from Brooklyn—you 
know, everybody here had the same story, I’m sure. How poor they were. All the brothers and sisters slept 
in the same room. You know, why you have to eat all your food. It’s … you know. The minute they—my 
grandparents left Poland and Russia because of pogroms. My father was very poor at the beginning, and 
was not in the end. The moment he made any money he moved out of Brooklyn. So you know, that was the 
trajectory of most Jewish people actually of my generation. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
So in a way, it was more… 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
 [overlapping] Now they’re all running back to Brooklyn! 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
We are. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
It was an economic identity, really. That we were all… 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
It was something more than that, really. It was push, too. It was push. That’s why I always say there’s so 
many identities that go on in everybody all the time. That consciousness is a very kind of … multilayered 
set of variables. 
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ERIC MARCUS:  
So you’re an American artist, but you do Jewish stuff. So how does your Jewishness figure into your work? 
 
 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
Everything that you are figures into your work in every possible way, at different times. You go back and 
forth, in terms of content and subject and feeling. You know, things that you push away, things that you 
did a few years ago, and when you look back now, you think, what was I thinking? Why would I have done 
that (piece of shit)? But sometimes, I feel that underneath the skin, a lot of things, there’s so much more 
in people's work that speaks to repression than it does expression. You know, the things that they can’t 
express but somehow winds its way into their work through many choices, through anything. Anything! 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
I think of that painting that’s here at this museum. So for those who don’t know the painting, it’s a rainbow 
flag with a Jewish star— 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
 [overlapping] Underneath the surface. And it’s also the time I had worked a lot with the theme of 
commemoration and— 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
Right. I want to say something about your work at that time. Because it was really important. Ross’s work 
in the ‘80s, in the late ‘80s particularly in relationship to AIDS, was extraordinarily moving. At the height of 
the AIDS crisis, your work at Mary Boone, I remember one show—I have the chills. And I remember it being 
like going to the opera and seeing La Traviata. Like it was so moving. And that you had somehow brought 
the beauty of the—I don’t know—this combination of crisis and beauty and memory and emotion that was 
so profound. It was such a profound show. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
Thank you. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
You’re welcome. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
You know there are times, you know it kind of reminds me of something that Philip Guston said, that he 
was in his studio, trying to figure out how to adjust the painting. Should it be more red or more blue? And 
then he went out of the studio and he thought to himself, “What does it matter? With the world the way it 
is. It doesn’t. That’s not what’s important.” And I kind of flashed on that. You know, he said that a long 
time ago and I realized that there are times that life ruptures from what we believed or what we thought. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
But it was in your work. You used it in your work. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
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But yeah, but I realized… I was painting abstract paintings and I realized that was not sufficient at that 
moment. I wanted to get back to it. I love abstract painting but I have to— something has to pass through—
is passing through me whether I like it or not. And like you said before, like being Jewish, being gay, then 
this crisis—those are the things that either rise to the top or fall to the bottom, depending on where on 
the spectrum emotionally you are. 
 
 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
But both of you, and one of the things that struck me about your AIDS work and a painting you have in the 
gallery here now is that you’ve both dealt with rupture points. That painting of the eyeglasses—you look at 
it and it’s an abstract work and then in this context, here at this museum, I realized that that wasn’t just a 
painting of any glasses. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
That was actually the first Jewish painting I made. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
How did you come to paint it? 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
As our friends were dying. And as Reagan and Bush were in power. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
 (They didn’t care.) 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
And as abortion was being curtailed. And as women’s rights were being curtailed. And as ERA wasn’t 
passing. But at the same time, what really has become known as multiculturalism was starting to percolate 
in women’s studies programs. By far the most interesting reading I was doing was literary criticism. Black 
studies departments came out of critical race theory, and it was all bubbling up in the ‘80s and AIDS was 
happening and there was all this AIDS activism. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
And queer studies departments. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
You know, and it was all these people, like, rethinking history the way our generation— not yours but ours—
learned it. So the cannon, you know, it was all about firing the cannon. The canon in art history, which was 
all male and all white. The canon in literary history, which was all male and all white. All of this was being 
dismantled through these lenses of race, through the lens of feminism, and then through the lens of 
queerness … all this started. So I was reading all this work, and went, you know there’s a couple things 
missing here. There’s one big thing missing here. There’s nothing in here talking about Jewishness. And it’s 
not that I had some big identity … I mean it’s how we grew up. It was who we were. It’s who everyone we 
knew was. It was a big gaping hole. Because one thing we did grow up with—on top of the depression, on 
top of the pogroms—was the aftermath of World War II. And me, I was born seven years after the liberation 
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of Auschwitz. This is something I always knew. So the painting out there is my first attempt at it. So that 
particular painting was … actually it’s exactly what Ross was talking about. How many things are you? You 
are many many things. So the big eye in the middle is from a manuscript, an illuminated manuscript. I 
made one up, but you know, it has gold leaf. And then the top left, I think it is, is the Lucy bodies. And 
when I grew up Charles Schulz was my first famous artist that I wanted to be and looked up to. And wrote 
to, and he wrote to me. So that was Lucy, because I identified with Lucy when I was eight and nine. And 
there was, on the right side, the Jasper Johns, the critic sees. So the painting is called Subject Matters. 
And subjectivity, and who is the subject, was a big part of this conversation, as all of these, this theoretical 
stuff was being developed. So it’s about subjectivity. So it’s the Auschwitz eye glasses, the Jasper Johns 
eye glasses with the mouths, me saying “I,” “eyes,” “I”—stuff like that. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
It’s arresting, and it’s a privilege to have you describe it to us. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
[overlapping] Thank you. Identity is this thing that you’re born into. You don’t have a choice. You come out 
black, you come out Jewish, you come out straight, you come out gay. But that with which you identify as a 
child, and when you’re constructing what am I and who am I and what am I looking at—it’s a much more 
active thing than identity. It’s a verb. You identify with something. You are constructing your 
consciousness. You are constructing your idea of being and who you want to be from the world. And to me 
that’s a much more interesting proposition. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
I mean that’s really … you’re describing how consciousness works. You can … put things forward or push 
things down. Based on anything—your mood, the day, the year, your life. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
Emotion. 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
The news. You know there are so many factors that work into the spectrum of our consciousness. You 
know, she says she picked feminism. Well, I’m still trying to figure out what I’m choosing. 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
I can recommend feminism. [Laughter] 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
On that note… 
 
ROSS BLECKNER:  
Will you give me a reading list, please? 
 
DEBORAH KASS:  
Absolutely. 
 
ERIC MARCUS:  
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On that note, please join me in thanking Deb Kass and Ross Bleckner for joining us tonight. 
 
[Clapping] 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit and I’m an historian of daily life.   
I have the honor of being the Charles E. Smith Professor of Judaic Studies and 
Professor of History at the George Washington University in D.C.   
 
I zero in on how people lived out their lives, how they decorated their homes, 
the kinds of foods they ate, how they reared their children, that kind of thing.  
 
The museum came to me, and they asked me to select five objects that spoke 
to me. And what struck me about the five objects that I’ve chosen and that I’m 
really drawn to and I hope you are, too, is that they’re very small for the most 
part.  
 
The museum came to me, and they asked me to select objects that spoke to 
me. And what struck me about the objects that I’ve chosen and that I’m really 
drawn to and I hope you are, too, is that they’re very small for the most part. 
 
They’re kind of ordinary. You’re apt not to be dazzled by them, and yet they 
invite a closer look. And so that’s what appealed to me, the ability for these 
seemingly humble objects to tell a grand story, a big story.   
 
They’re also full of mystery. As we’ll see, very often it’s not clear where they 
came from, how they were used, how they came into being. They invite 
conjecture and speculation and, I hope, affection, too.   
 
And finally, what unites them all is that they’re all migratory objects. Somehow 
over the course of time they’ve traveled, and in the course of their wanderings, 
they assumed all sorts of brand-new meanings. You know, objects just don’t 
stay put. They move from place to place, whether it’s a country or a drawer. I 
think they’re probably apt to get lost in the shuffle of time and space and yet 
they manage to hold on and they say to us—"look at us, we make history, we 
make the past come alive.”   
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2. HANUKKAH LAMP, MOSHE MANN 
 
JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of daily life, and I am standing in front of 
a row of chairs.   
 
These chairs are awfully curious. They’re tiny, they’re made out of lead, they’re 
clearly not for sitting in. They may even be for playing, but they’re also used for 
ritual purposes, the festival of Hanukkah, in which we light eight candles, one 
for each day of the holiday. Today we use candles, but back in the 19th century, 
which was when this particular object dates from, you would use oil. So, come 
up close, take a look. Each chair has a little cushion or a lid. You prop open the 
lid, there would be a little wick inside, some oil, and you’d light each chair. It 
sounds funny, doesn’t it?  And at the end of the festival, all of the chairs would 
be aglow.   
 
What I love about this particular object is its playfulness in both form and 
content. It takes a household object, chairs, everyone has chairs, and it 
translates it into a ritual object…but dollhouse-like.  
 
This particular set of ritual miniaturized dollhouse-like chairs comes from 
Eastern Europe, so it’s not just that these things made their way from the old 
world to the new, but they also speak to the imagination, and I could conjure up 
a scene in which children are playing with these, moving the chairs…a game. 
 
So, why chairs? I think because chairs are about intimacy, and closeness. 
They’re a source of stability. They’re about reassurance, they’re welcoming. So 
what’s gorgeous about this object, though it’s made out of lead, it’s not 
particularly valuable, is how it’s such a welcoming gesture, both towards the 
holiday of Hanukkah and towards Jewish life in general.   
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3. ALMS CONTAINER 
 
JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of daily life, and I’m gazing upon a chubby 
little tzedakah box, or charity box. Everything about this object draws me in, 
from its shape, its ungainly shape to its origins. You won't believe it, but 
apparently this was found floating in the East River, where it was rescued and 
then donated to the Jewish Museum. I just love that back story, the mystery of 
it all.   
 
Its purpose is kind of clear. It’s a device that collects coins, you know, pennies 
and dimes, and then the money accumulates, and it’s used to help the poor. 
But everything else about this object is unclear.   
 
Where did it come from, what was its earlier life? Was it a beer mug that 
somebody repurposed and made into a charity box? We don’t know whether it 
was a household device…or this could be used in a synagogue…but we don’t 
know. There’s no marking to indicate whether it was domestic or institutional. 
And how on earth did it end up in the East River? Everything about this, and so 
much else in Jewish life, speaks of mystery.   
 
What’s also striking about this particular alms box or tzedakah container is that 
it underscores the power of community, particularly immigrant communities in 
which people, in the absence of government support, were forced to rely on 
one another, and the accretion of coins added up. It might help somebody pay 
their rent or help them if they’re in some kind of jam. And so this object also 
speaks to the power of community in the wake of immigration.   
 
It’s a very humble, really ordinary object and yet it’s surrounded by magnificent 
examples of charity boxes that are fashioned out of silver and elaborately 
carved. That, too, says something about the plentitude and fullness of Jewish 
life.   
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4. PURIM PASTRY STAMP 
 
JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of daily life, and I am standing in front of 
some fishes, made out of wood. They’re darling little fishes. One swims to the 
right and the other swims to the left and they adorn a block of wood that itself 
adorned a piece of pastry.   
 
What I’m looking at is a Purim pastry stamp. And this particular item decorated 
the fluden, a multilayered kind of complicated pastry. You know, most breads 
came unadorned, but come Purim, because it was a special moment, people 
would use this device to highlight the uniqueness of the holiday, and the 
sweetness of the holiday.   
 
Why fishes? I don't believe that fishes occupy much space in the Purim 
narrative, but there they are, and I love the idea that an object that relates to 
baking, and to women’s lives and to the kitchen, somehow made its way from 
Odessa in 1907 to the Jewish Museum…and here we are! 
 
Food is one of those things that travels. I mean, not literally. You couldn't bring 
a fluden from Odessa to New York and expect it to survive, but the recipes, and 
the memories and the sensibility…and food as in any immigrant culture, looms 
very, very large, both as the stuff of daily life and as the stuff of memory.  
 
We’re very lucky to have, in addition to this particular Purim pastry stamp, a 
recipe that came down from the family that originally brought it. And if you 
swipe through the images on your screen, lo and behold, there is the recipe! 
So, what we have here then is an imprint on a pastry that also left a big imprint 
on a family’s life, and I’m hoping it leaves an imprint on us, reminding us of the 
power of family, and food and ritual and how those things are put in a pocket or 
a suitcase and carried overseas and linger.   
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5. PURIM NOISEMAKER 
 
JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of daily life, and I’m standing in front of a 
noisemaker, a rattle known in Yiddish as a “grogger”. It’s a ceremonial object of 
sorts that is used only a couple of times a year during the Festival of Purim.   
 
In the course of Purim, people attend a synagogue service in which a tale is 
unfolded, and various names, some of heroes, some of villains, like Haman, are 
heard. And when Haman’s name is heard, traditionally, Jews have stamped their 
feet or made noise of some sort with their hands. And increasingly, ever since 
the 18th century, they made noise with this grogger, with this wooden device 
that has a pin in it. And essentially, a hand controls the sound, it spins this 
device around, and it makes a kind of…noise!  
 
The grogger is all about breakdown of discipline and decorum. And religious 
spaces like synagogues put a premium on decorum and order, and this is one 
moment when that breaks down deliberately. So in a way it’s controlled noise, 
sanctified noise, ceremonialized noise…but it’s noise all the same.   
 
So, I’m drawn to this particular device. It’s small, it’s not valuable by any means, 
it’s probably handmade. They’re thick on the ground ever since the 18th 
century. Why do I like this so much? Well, I think of it as a kind of Jewish 
musical instrument. What I love about it is its tactility and its backstory.   
 
This humble grogger once was owned by a cantor, a Jewish ritual specialist who 
leads synagogue services, a kind of musical specialist. His name was George 
Golkin and he left Ukraine for the US in 1905 and he brought this little device 
along with him. And its preciousness resided in the fact that it related to 
tradition and to history, and I think to a kind of joyousness. So he took it with 
him to the New World, and then he passed it down through generations, and it 
was donated to the Jewish Museum by his grandson.   
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6. OY/YO, DEBORAH KASS 
 

JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT:   
Everything about this object beckons—its color, the way in which it makes 
sound tangible, the way it reminds us that language travels, and that language is 
both a consequence and sometimes even a casualty of immigration. 
 
I’m Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of daily life, and I’m standing in front of 
this yellow sculpture by Deborah Kass called “OY/YO.” 
 
What’s particularly compelling is that it’s bilingual. On one side it has “oy”, a 
kind of classic expression of...like an exclamation point rendered in Yiddish, 
Yiddish being a language that dates back hundreds of years. Once upon a time, 
it was the main language spoken by Ashkenazi Jews, that is Jews from the 
Western and Central European countries. With a couple of exceptions, a 
language that was the language of daily life is no more. Yiddish had been this full 
throttle language and now what so many people know of it is just the “oy”.   
 
And on the other side it’s “yo”, which is kind of slang for “hey there.” And so we 
have a sculpture that’s very New York-y. Both words, “oy” and “yo”, seem to 
summon up the urban experience of fast speech and fast movement. A larger 
version has at various times been installed right under the Brooklyn Bridge and 
right in front of the wonderful Brooklyn Museum.  
 
The Deborah Kass sculpture takes noise and language and implants it into the 
landscape. It reminds us that language is not something that just sort of floats 
in the air, but is really grounded in the landscape and in people’s everyday lives.  
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Verbal Descriptions of Scenes from the Collection  
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1. WHAT IS VERBAL DESCRIPTION?  

SAMANTHA SCHOTT:  
Hello, I’m Samantha Schott, Assistant Manager of Gallery Programs. Welcome to the Verbal 
Descriptions Tour! Verbal Description tours focus on the formal qualities of objects--their 
color, texture, shape, and scale--and are specifically designed for visitors who are blind or 
who have low vision.  

Because this tour uses vivid descriptive language and encourages a close examination of 
images and forms, many different people may find it enjoyable and illuminating.  

The tour also provides background information on the objects and on the artists who made 
them. If you would like a full screen image of an artwork, tap the red square button. It’s 
located near the top-right corner of the screen. You can pinch and zoom the image for 
further close-ups. 

I’ll be your guide, along with other artists and educators. Enjoy the tour! 
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2. INTRO TO THE CONSTELLATIONS GALLERY 

Welcome to the gallery Constellations, part of the Jewish Museum’s collection 
exhibition Scenes from the Collection. This gallery is on your right-side when you 
walk out of the elevators.  

 In this gallery, you’ll find paintings, Judaica, decorative objects, photographs, works 
on paper, and sculptures. These works explore themes including transforming and 
transcending tradition, cultural distinctiveness and universality, and the ever-
changing nature of identity. Art works large and small, from around the world and 
different points in history, are presented together, creating dialogues between 
these stars of the Museum’s collection. 

The space has light grey walls and a cement floor. It is shaped like an upper case L, 
bending to the left. The first part of the room, where you enter, is approximately 25 
feet wide and 44 feet long. In the center of the room where you enter are a glass 
case and a sculpture on a pedestal. 

The room then bends to the left with the back wall extending another 50 feet. In this 
part of the Constellations gallery the ceiling opens up, doubling to two stories tall. 
There is a bench and another glass case in the middle of this room. 

These galleries feel cool in color, bathed in blue and purple light from a neon 
artwork that is hanging from the ceiling. 
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3. SEDER  
 
We are in front of an unframed painting titled “Seder” by the contemporary 
American artist Nicole Eisenman. The work is oriented horizontally and is three-and-
a-half feet high by four feet wide, hung in the middle of a wall. This work is a 
figurative painting presenting a Passover Seder, a traditional meal and celebration 
focused on telling the story of Exodus. The canvas is filled with people of all 
different ages sitting around a table, reading the Hagaddah, a book traditionally read 
during the Passover meal.  
 
I will describe the figures at the table as if we are moving clockwise around the face 
of a clock. 
 
At 6 o’clock on the painting, emerging from the bottom edge, is a large set of pink 
hands which are holding a broken piece of matzah, a large thin square of unleavened 
bread traditionally eaten during Passover. We as the viewer are positioned to peer 
down the long length of the table from behind these hands, looking at the eight 
other participants in this meal. 
 
At 7 o’clock, and on the left side of the long table, sits a person with short gray-
blonde hair, a rosy complexion, and a striped blue and white shirt with a green 
patterned scarf or jacket. They stare blankly forward, hand resting on an almost 
empty glass of wine. Next to them sits a middle aged person, somewhat androgynous 
with a warmer, more golden complexion, holding open a Hagaddah while raising a 
full glass of wine to their lips. Next down the line, a young boy rests his head in hand. 
Eyes closed, his fingers drum on his plate with boredom.  
 
At 12 o’clock, and at the head of the table, sits a middle-aged woman with broad 
shoulders and straw colored hair. Her body language is strong, almost sculptural, 
and she stares directly at us. Clasping the same type of Hagaddah in both hands, her 
stare is intense and attentive. To her left, at 2 o’clock, and on the right-hand side of 
the table, a middle aged-woman with chestnut brown hair and almost stone grey 
skin leans toward the man to her left to read from his open book. Perhaps the only 
other clear male at the table, he has a neon-orange colored complexion and wears a 
yarmulke over his bald head. He’s wearing a suit and tie, slightly more formal than 
the other individuals. A little girl sits to the left of him, stabbing food with a knife. 
Beside the little girl, the last individual stares solemnly forward while holding their 
book, their eyes bulging and nostrils flared.  
 
The table is covered in a white table cloth, and in the center a round white Seder 
plate holds some token items including a hardboiled egg, a leaf of lettuce, a shank 
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bone, and an orange. Two white candles are lit at either end, and in front of each 
person is a plate with gefilte fish and small piles of purple horseradish.  
The brushstrokes are thick and buttery in some moments, and scraped and worked 
in others. This creates an uneven painted surface, which entices a closer 
examination of choices the painter has made in rendering and texture. The people 
are painted in a loose, somewhat cartoonish style, with varying skin tones and 
degrees of realism. The mood of the environment is at once humorous and 
disturbing. Children and adults display every attitude from attentive interest to 
boredom. Their expressions, from the grotesque and distorted to the charming and 
tender, may make the scene familiar to anyone who has celebrated a family holiday.  
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4. MIRIAM CUP  
 
This object, a Miriam Cup, is a piece of contemporary Judaica that was 
commissioned by the Jewish Museum in 1997 and designed by Amy Klein Riechert. 
This piece sits in a case with other Judaica, largely made of metal and glass. It is 
positioned adjacent to the painting, Seder, by Nicole Eisenmann. 
 
This ritual object is a bowl-like vessel, approximately 8 inches in diameter and made 
of silver. The shape of the object was made through hammering the metal, which 
can be seen in the rhythmic indentations that pattern the surface. The metal is 
highly polished giving it a reflective finish, like water.  
 
About one inch above the vessel’s edge is a thin silver ring, held up and connected 
to the cup by 6 vine-like posts. In-between each post hangs three pairs of quarter-
sized metal circles, or cymbals. If you were able to move the Cup, these 18 pairs of 
cymbals would delicately hit together to make a tinkling noise. 
 
In the 1980s Jewish feminists introduced the Miriam Cup, a new component added 
to the traditional Passover meal, honoring the prophet Miriam, sister of Moses. 
During the Passover meal, or Seder, participants tell the story of Exodus. The cup is 
meant to hold water, symbolic of the well that accompanied Miriam as the Jews 
wandered the desert after their flight out of Egypt. For those who partake in this 
new ritual, the cup would be placed on the Seder table along with other ritual 
objects.   
 
The piece is meant to affect the senses in many ways. First through sound—the 
cymbals represent Miriam and other women dancing with tambourines after crossing 
the Red Sea. Light also dances around this piece, reflecting off of the faceted metal 
surfaces. Writing about this piece, Reichert said: "What are the sounds of freedom? 
The wind rustling through grasses, the murmuring of exiles, desert sounds, a joyous 
song with a tambourine. Miriam's cup is a restless vessel, like her ancient well 
accompanying the people of Israel along their journey. It is heard as well as seen, its 
cymbals dancing in response to the slightest vibration of the table."  
 
This Miriam Cup is one of the first pieces of Judaica created by Amy Klein Reichert, 
an architect and exhibition designer. Exploring her own spiritual connection to 
Miriam and Jewish women, the artist originally created the work for a ground-
breaking 1997 exhibit of Miriam cups by Jewish women artists.  
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5. TRAVEL LIGHT  
 
Travel Light is a sculptural object, depicting a small suitcase with a number of 
candlesticks emerging from it. It is placed atop a white pedestal with metal legs, 
which measures 3 feet wide, 2 feet deep, and 3 feet high. The suitcase and 
candlesticks are made of gypsum, a plaster-like material, giving the entire sculpture 
a uniform off-white color. 
 
The suitcase is around 2 feet long, 18 inches high, and 12 inches deep. It was 
modeled after an older-style suitcase, made of thick textured leather, reinforced 
with smooth leather at the corners and the opening. This bag would’ve been carried 
by two handles at the top, but the handles seem to be missing from this work. 
Instead, two straps were wound over the top and bottom of the suitcase a few times 
to keep it closed. The sides of the bag are bulging like it was over stuffed. Although 
the sculpture is made of gypsum, the texture is sumptuous. If you were to touch it, 
however, it would feel more like tile than fabric. 
 
From the top of the object, parts of at least five candlesticks are visible, all made of 
this same white material. At varying heights, they seem to sprout out of the surface 
of this work. For two, you see the ornate and wide bottom of the candle stick, and 
for the other three you see the top which would hold the candle. These three 
contain light-grey wax candles, one non-plaster element of this piece. They appear 
to have been lit at different times—their stubs are different heights, and drips of wax 
descend down the sticks. The work is in fact a functioning candelabrum; if not in a 
museum it could be used for the Sabbath ceremony. 
 
The other, non-plaster element of the piece is a document embedded in one side of 
the suitcase, partially obscured by a plaster strap. It is light brown, clearly an aged 
document, with black writing. 
 
In this piece, Arlene Shechet’s past, present, and future are subtly intertwined. She 
began with a pair of candlesticks that her grandmother brought from Belarus in 
1920, the only material objects the family possesses from their country of origin. As 
she sought to learn more about them, she uncovered long-forgotten family 
documents, from which she was able to track down previously unknown relatives. 
The document embedded in the side is an image of her grandmother’s passport. 
 
Three more iterations of the work are planned, and the artist will ask each 
subsequent owner to give her a cherished family record, which she will also embed 
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in the piece. Thus, Travel Light will continue to absorb new stories, as suitcases 
acquire travel labels, embracing the future as well as the past.   
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6. ALIOS ITZHAK  
 
We are now in front of a framed large painting, roughly nine-and-a-half feet high by 
six-and-a-half feet wide, about the size of a twin mattress. This piece is painted in a 
realist style, and shows a single figure with a vibrant background.  
 
Emerging from the bottom of the painting, this figure fills the space until about a 
foot from the left, right, and top. This figure is a man of African descent with brown 
skin, dressed in blue jeans and a bright blue t-shirt. I will describe his pose, and feel 
free to take his stance, if it feels comfortable. His posture is strong and self-
confident, with left hand firmly pressed to the left hip and his head turned to the 
side to gaze at us, the viewer. His body is open towards our left and his head is 
almost turned over his left shoulder. His gaze is focused directly on the viewer and 
he is neither smiling nor frowning, making his expression seem serious and 
inquisitive. The warm light hits his face and body from the left side of the painting, 
enhancing his smooth skin and muscular body build. This proud stance, with hand on 
hip and a direct, forward gaze, echoes the classic pose of noblemen and business 
leaders in commissioned portraits. 

 
Behind the figure’s body and legs is a bright pink synagogue. A number of its 
columns are visible below his arms, and the large building culminates in a dome 
peeking out from behind his shoulders. 
 
The background of this painting is a lace-like tapestry of jewel colored animals and 
plants. Surrounding the figure are two painted frames: an inner one of patterns, and 
an outer one of brightly colored animals. There are moments where the ornamental 
pattern seems entwined with the figure, with tendrils of blue and golden vines 
sweeping up over his legs and torso.   
 
The painting sits within an intricate dark wooden frame. Visible at the top, are a 
carved set of hands, a pair of lions, and the Ten Commandments.  
 

Kehinde Wiley’s work inserts people of color into the Western tradition of 
portraiture, vesting power in representations of young black men and women. This 
painting is from his series The World Stage: Israel, a suite of nineteen portraits of 
young Israeli men. The subjects include Ethiopian-Israeli Jews, native-born Israeli 
Jews, and Muslim-Arab Israelis. Wiley portrays his subjects in front of artifacts or 
patterns which call back to their ethnic or religious backgrounds. Here, Alios Itzhak, 
a Jewish-Israeli man of Ethiopian origin, stands before a background inspired by a 
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traditional ceremonial object: a nineteenth-century Ukrainian papercut. Wiley found 
this papercut in the Jewish Museum collection, and a similar one is displayed to the 
left of this painting. With this series, Wiley depicts a range of ethnic and religious 
experiences existing in Israel today, choosing in particular to center those of men of 
color. 
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7. INTRODUCTION TO THE PERSONAS GALLERY 

You are now in the gallery titled Personas, part of the Jewish Museum’s collection 
exhibition Scenes from the Collection. This rotating presentation of portraits draws 
from the Museum’s large and rich collection, with this iteration focused on self-
portraits. Seen together, these portraits from different times and places offer 
remarkable insights into a range of social, political, and historical circumstances.  

This room is a long rectangle, approximately 27 feet wide and 44 feet long, with light 
grey walls and a concrete floor. This gallery is primarily made up of paintings ranging 
in size from two to nine feet tall. There are also photographs, works on paper, and a 
video. In the middle of the room is a glass case containing sculptural pieces, and 
behind it is a bench. 

This gallery has two entrances: one into the gallery Constellations, and the second 
into the gallery Television and Beyond.  
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8. SUBJECT MATTERS  

This is a horizontal, unframed, painting, about 5 feet high by 11 feet wide. The 
composition is divided into 3 vertical panels, with the middle panel slightly thinner 
than the other two. We will start from the left panel—the artist Deborah Kass 
intended this painting to be read like a sentence, from left to right. 
 
The left panel has a black background, with a repeated thick, white line drawing on it 
in a 3 x 3 block pattern, almost like wallpaper. The pattern is a line drawing of the 
Peanuts cartoon character Lucy, but features only her torso (without arms), her legs, 
and her feet. The torso is defined by two parallel lines, and ends in a dome-shaped 
skirt. Two skinny legs are outlined below, with two small lines that denote socks, and 
ovals for feet. This drawing is repeated nine times. 
 
The central panel features a large, capital “I”, on a tan background. The letter is 
about two and a half feet high, and in a serif font. It is contoured with gold leaf and 
black paint. The contrast of colors gives the letter the illusion of dimension; almost 
as if it was embossed.  
 
The right panel is split into two: the top third is painted in dark blue and black, and 
we see a pair of eye glasses, but inside each of the lenses is a mouth with teeth and 
a visible tongue.  
 
In this panel, below the glasses, there is a scene that at first glance resembles a 
landscape of rolling fields. But upon closer examination, one can see that these are 
not hills but mounds and mounds of eye glasses. They tangle together, and are 
painted in grays, blacks, and whites. These piles fade into the background giving it an 
infinite effect. 
 
This painting, which Deborah Kass identifies as a self-portrait, contains many 
personal and historical references. The mounds of glasses could reference the 
Holocaust, a subject Deborah Kass was investigating deeply in the 1980s, while the 
eye-glasses with mouths reference a sculpture by Jasper Johns titled “The Critic 
Sees”. The Peanuts cartoon characters also hold personal meaning for her—as a 
child she sent drawings to Charles Schultz, the creator of Peanuts, who sent her a 
letter back encouraging her to keep creating art. This mix of Jewish, feminist, and 
personal histories suggests a narrative about the artist, while leaving room for the 
viewer to take an active role in interpreting the subject matter within the painting. 
 
Kass writes: 
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In this painting I tried to address subjectivity and objectification, naming and 
anonymity, seeing and invisibility, issues that continue to be just as urgent 10 years 
later, in all of my overlapping communities, whether it is who is a Jew in Israel, to 
the ordination of Gay and Lesbian rabbis, to art in the age of "Post-Feminism" 
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9. SUNLIGHT   

This is a large, realistically painted, horizontal painting, about 5 feet tall by 8 feet 
wide. The painting is unframed. Almost completely filling the canvas is the nude body 
of a seated white woman, shown from the chest down. The figure is depicted as if 
we, the viewer, are the woman in the painting, looking down at our own body.  
 
The woman in this painting is sitting in a relaxed pose on a white blanket.  
Her breasts and upper right arm are positioned at the bottom of the canvas. Her 
right breast is fully visible, while her left breast is partially covered by a tangle of 
brown wavy hair. This hair also casts ripples of shadows across her torso.  
She is sitting facing forward, with her legs bent, and draped to the left. Her left arm 
crosses her torso to casually drape over her thigh.  
 
She is pressing her right hand against the underside of her right foot, and on her 
index finger she wears a silver ring with a rectangular, light green stone. Her hands 
are the most detailed part of her body, showing creases in her skin and veins, in 
contrast to the rest of her body, which is smoothly painted and lacks definition. 
 
The sunlight after which this painting is titled bathes her body in a warm, radiant 
glow. Shadows are indicated with cooler bluish hue, especially on the white blanket 
she sits on. 
 
In this piece we are looking at the artist, Joan Semmel’s body through her 
perspective.  Semmel paints in large scale and uses photos as references for her 
portraits. Since the 1970s her monumental paintings of nude bodies, including self-
portraits, have explored issues of the body, sexuality, desire, and aging. Her 
paintings provide an alternative to traditional female nudes, who have appeared 
throughout history solely as passive objects of male desire. In this painting we are 
invited to look at the artist, Joan Semmel, as she sees herself. Here, the gaze is not 
male, but female, and bold, confrontational work like this have made Semmel a 
leading figure of the feminist art movement.  
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10. VENUS PAREVE  

In this long rectangular glass case is a row of 9 statues, each about 10 inches tall, identical 
except each is painted a different color. Each statue depicts a woman’s head and nude 
torso in the round. 

The body ends at the upper thigh, and the arms are cut-off above the elbow, seemingly 
referencing classical Greek statues, like the Venus de Milo. The woman has long, wavy hair 
that is depicted in great detail. Her skin is smooth at the top, but as we make our way down 
to her lower abdomen the surface texture begins to look bumpy and cracked. These details 
are repeated in all 9 statues. From left to right, the statues are painted: peach, white, green, 
red, yellow, purple, brown, off-white, and teal.  

Hannah Wilke depicts her own body in this piece, which she titled Venus Pareve. The artist's 
title for these self-portraits ironically combines two notions: Venus, the classical goddess of 
love, and the Hebrew word for kosher “neutral” foods. Pareve foods are neither milk nor 
meat, and therefore, according to traditional dietary laws, can be eaten at any time.  

Woman’s bodies, on the other hand, are constantly, and often pejoratively, linked to both 
milk and meat in Western culture. Wilke’s sculptures force viewers to think about the way 
women’s bodies are consumed in society through art, media, and popular culture. In fact, 
the artist produced an alternate version of Venus Pareve in chocolate; gallery goers were 
invited to literally consume the artist’s body in that instance. Wilke’s miniature, candy-
colored sculptures here complicate ideas of desire and consumption, asking us to consider 
such questions as, Can a Jewish woman’s body represent a goddess? Can she symbolize 
ideal beauty? Does her ethnic background in some way neutralize her erotic appeal, or make 
it more alluring? 
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11. SELF PORTRAIT  

We are facing one of the longer walls of this room which features a series of self-
portraits. This work is titled “Self Portrait,” by the artist Louise Nevelson. This work 
is framed and oriented vertically about 36” high by 23 inches wide, and is roughly 
the size of small bath towel.  
 
The figurative portrait of the artist is largely filled with the torso and head of a 
woman. Her head is large and heart-shaped and hovers atop a thin neck. Her 
features, as well as the shape of her face is exaggerated; her forehead, eyes, and 
eyebrows are quite wide, while her cheeks are pulled sharply in below the 
cheekbones, making her appear almost gaunt. She looks out with her head turned 
slightly towards the viewer’s right. She has charcoal colored hair that is parted in the 
middle and either pulled back or cut short tucked slickly behind her ears. Her eyes 
are crooked and appear bloodshot, her eyelids hang heavily, and her bulbous nose 
protrudes almost past her narrow cheeks. A sliver of a mouth is pursed tightly.  
Echoing this tightness, her arms are crossed against her stomach. She is dressed in 
an outfit consisting of three different fabrics – a protruding green collar, thick and 
positioned almost like an Elizabethan ruffle, a bright blue shirt, and long sleeves 
made of a patchwork of different pinks. Her shape, demeanor, and clothing strongly 
bring to mind the Queen of Hearts. 
 
The cool sky-blue background behind her is unspecific, and painted in a brushy 
style. On this background and zig-zagging around the figure are several thin wispy 
lines of deep blood red paint strokes. On the top edge of the painting, right in the 
center and above her head, a bright red set of letters spells out NEVELSON in all 
caps. 
 
The painting’s style is gestural, with jagged and angular lines that carve out the space 
around the figure and define her grotesquely painted facial features. Raw colors, 
block-like forms, patterning, and the frenzy of lines produce an energetically 
expressionistic whole.  
 
Speaking about her work Nevelson said: “I think most artists create out of despair. 
The very nature of creation is not a performing glory on the outside, it’s a painful 
difficult search within.”
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Though known primarily for her powerful abstract, geometric sculpture, Louise 
Nevelson painted a number of portraits in the 1930s. At the time she made this 
work, she was inspired by the work of Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse and was 
developing an interest in rhythmic surfaces which would inform her later work.  
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12. OY/YO 

We are in front of Debrah Kass’ 2016 sculpture OY/YO, which is made of painted 
aluminum on a polished aluminum base. 

This is a bright, shiny, yellow sculpture made up of two large three-dimensional 
letters-- a capital letter Y, and a capital letter O. They sit atop a flat, rectangular 
mirrored platform. The font for the letters is bold, blocky, and without serifs or 
other decorations.  

The painted aluminum letters are approximately three feet high, and three feet wide 
(at their widest points). Each letter extends two feet back in a solid form, so the 
letter O is like a tunnel, while the letter Y forms the shape of a trough. Their 
exuberant lemon-yellow finish is smooth, glossy, and reflective, like a freshly painted 
car.  

These letters rest on a wide rectangular platform approximately one foot high, ten 
feet long and two feet wide. With its mirrored surface, this base reflects the letters 
from below. 

As you walk into the gallery, the letter O is positioned to the left of the letter Y, so 
you are faced with the word OY. The piece is purposefully displayed with a generous 
amount of room to walk around it, so depending on your vantage point you may 
either read the letters as OY or YO.  

Looking at this piece, you might consider that in the context of a text or email, 
words in capital letters are often meant to have more volume or emphasis. So 
instead of a meek Oy or Yo, Kass might intend that we yell them! 

Since the 1980s, Deborah Kass has riffed on modern artworks by famous male artists 
to reflect her own experience as a Jewish woman and feminist. Here, Kass remakes 
Robert Indiana’s iconic work, LOVE, a monumental text-based sculpture. For her 
own work, Kass chooses the twinned words Oy and Yo. Oy is a Yiddish exclamation of 
alarm or bother, while Yo is an informal hello. Both words contain layers of meaning 
and contextual nuance—they can imply affection, annoyance, or anger depending on 
the situation. Though both words are a product of specific minority communities, 
they have entered the mainstream vernacular. Together, these words express the 
collective pride, and exasperation, of living in New York City.  
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13. UNTITLED, WALLACE BERMAN  

We are now in front of Wallace Berman’s 1972 sculpture, “Untitled”, made of stone, 
wood, paint, plexi-glass, and screws. 

This wall-mounted sculpture consists of a dark brown wooden box filled with stones. 
It measures roughly nine inches by thirteen inches, about the size of a shoe box. 
Open on one side, the piece might remind viewers of a diorama. The interior of the 
box is painted with a pattern reminiscent of tree bark and filled with an assortment 
of smooth, rounded stones. The open side, facing the viewer, is covered with 
plexiglass so its contents do not spill out.  

The pile of stones, pressed against the plexiglass front, rise on the left side almost to 
the top of the box, while on the right side they are less numerous and thus lower 
down. As a result, the top of the rock pile is diagonal, rather than perfectly 
horizontal. 

The rounded stones are a multitude of sizes and colors; speckled white, warm off-
white, blueish gray and one terracotta stone populate the small space. Individually, 
the stones would fit comfortably in the palm of your hand. They are curved and 
worn, with no sharp edges, as if they’ve been tumbled over time by water- the kind 
of stones you might find along the beach. Some of the stones are painted with black 
or white Hebrew letters, but these letters appear to have been partially rubbed away 
or erased. 

The Hebrew characters inscribed on the stones do not form actual words; instead 
they call attention to Wallace Berman's interest in Jewish mysticism. Berman’s area 
of focus was specifically the kabbalah, a text that requires patient and creative 
deciphering of arcane signs and symbols. Beyond mysticism, Berman was also 
interested in the Hebrew letter forms themselves, and the ways the forms 
interacted when placed in word-like groupings. For Berman, it is the fundamental, 
inexhaustible assembling of language, rather than its restrictive codes, that is 
primary.  

Berman was a member of the Beat movement, and is known as one of the originators 
of assemblage, or three dimensional art made by combining different elements, 
often including found objects. Like other artists and poets of his generation, he 
explored an interest in the commonplace and a belief in the transformative potential 
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of the everyday, blending it with the spirituality founded in mystical Jewish 
Kabbalistic beliefs.   
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14. THE JOYS OF YIDDISH  

We are now going to explore Mel Bochner’s “The Joys of Yiddish”. This piece was 
made in 2012, and its materials are oil and acrylic paint on canvas. 

This large, unframed painting has rows of yellow words on a solid black background. 
The words rest on thin, white, horizontal lines that stretch from one edge of the 
painting to the other, giving the appearance of a large sheet of lined paper that’s 
been completely filled in with language. Measuring about eight feet high and seven 
feet wide, the piece is about two feet longer and just a few inches wider, than a king 
sized mattress. 

The words are all spelled from the English alphabet but they are in fact Yiddish 
words. They tightly fill each of the twelve horizontal rows that crowd the canvas, 
with only a small comma separating each term. The repetition recalls a marching 
band, each letter equally spaced in tight formation. When a word is too long for a 
line, Bochner inserts a dash and continues the word on the following line, creating 
the impression that space is at a premium. The words are painted in capital letters, 
in a blocky, unadorned font with rounded corners.  

Starting from the top left, the words read: KIBBITZER, KVETCHER, K’NOCKER, 
NUDZH, NUDNICK, NEBBISH, GONIF, TUMLER, TSITSER, MESHUGENER, SHMOOZER, 
SCHMO, SHLEMIEL, SHLIMAZEL, SHVITZER, ALTER KOCKER, PISHER, PLOSHER, 
PLATKE-MACHER 

The words chosen by Bochner are at turns social, personal, disparaging, and funny. 
Nebbish, meaning “sad sack” or “nerd”, or Kvetcher, which translates to 
“Complainer”, are not necessarily positive words, but ones that are commonly 
deployed in different situations. One might use them to joke with a good friend, or 
refer to someone who isn’t well liked- depending on the particulars of the situation.  
Here’s the artist, Mel Buchner speaking about the work. 

MEL BOCHNER: 
Yiddish is the original ghetto language, developed by perpetual outsiders to cope 
with a foreign, and often hostile reality. Reflecting an ironic, unrefined, and 
frequently scatological view of human nature, it is completely indifferent to polite 
taste. Personally, having grown up with parents and grandparents who spoke 
Yiddish, I find these particular words quite funny. 
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Bochner used Leo Rosten’s classic 1968 book The Joys of Yiddish as his source for 
this piece. The book is a compilation of Yiddish words that have migrated into 
American popular culture. That some of these words have been anglicized and have 
entered common usage might speak to the assimilation of Jews into American 
society.  

 

The artist’s color choices also significant. The starkly graphic yellow letters on a 
deep black background, are also a coded reference to the stars Jewish people were 
forced to wear during the Nazi occupations of World War II. 

Throughout his career, Mel Bochner has explored the intersection of language and 
image. His thesaurus paintings are an important part of this particular line of 
inquiry. With their laser focus on text and its various interpretations, these works 
reposition language as a form of pictorial expression. These paintings make viewers 
think about the related acts of reading and looking, while considering the painterly 
ideas of representation and abstraction, and how they might intermingle.  
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15. UNTITLED (JEW)  

We are now in front of William Anastasi’s monumental painting, “Untitled (Jew)”. 
This piece was made in 1987 and is oil paint on canvas.  

This large, unframed painting measures approximately ten feet high by ten feet wide. 
The piece has an opaque, white background with the word “jew” carefully painted in 
black lowercase letters on the top left side. The painting, which appears at first to 
be one canvas, is in fact made up of four separate square canvases, each around five 
feet by five feet. The canvases are hung together in a grid to form a larger square, 
the narrow spaces between them acting as thin, graphic separations between 
quadrants. 

The word “jew”, written in lowercase letters, is in an old typewriter-style font. The 
letters, thin and with slightly uneven borders, are each approximately two feet high.  
The white background on which they rest is textured with visible brushstrokes—if 
you could touch it you would feel a slight texture from the application of the paint. 
The piece is spare and minimal, with lots of open space. 

William Anastasi has said that he was drawn to the word "jew" because it acts as a 
noun, a verb, or an adjective. But, given its associations with antisemitism- the term 
was simultaneously fraught with philosophical and social currency close to the 
artist's heart.  

For Anastasi, who does not identify as Jewish, the term "jew" is the most charged 
word in the English language, having such strong positive and negative associations. 
On the one hand, it conjures great modern intellectuals–-Freud, Schoenberg, 
Einstein, Kafka, and Marx–formative players of twentieth-century culture. On the 
other hand, the term reeks of ideas that are accusatory and denigrating, even 
violent. 

Anastasi began his career during the formative period for Conceptual Art, and many 
of his early works have become classics of this genre. These works play at the 
junctures of the real and the represented, the visual and the verbal. He reconciles 
two seemingly contradictory artistic practices: painting and conceptual art. For 
Anastasi, painting remains both an instinctive activity and an intellectual construct. 
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16. HARD SWEETNESS  

We are in front of the 1971 painting “Hard Sweetness” by Joan Snyder. The materials 
are oil, acrylic, and enamel on canvas.  

This painting is a large, square canvas covered in an array of colorful brushstrokes in 
a variety of different sizes. The piece measures just over four feet in each direction. 
The background is off white-- the artist made a choice not to prime this work, so 
the color and texture of the bare canvas shows through.  

Brushstrokes are relatively evenly dispersed across the length and width of this 
canvas-- but the way they were applied is different. We have tight brushstrokes in 
certain passages, where in other sections Joan Snyder has painted with more 
energy, more gusto--causing paint to drip down and mingle with other marks in the 
vicinity. This painting evokes the dynamism of a painter’s palette. 

The colors range across the spectrum; there are many kinds of reds but with cameos 
by soft lavender, turquoise, and light lemony yellow.  

While this piece does not have an explicit focus, our eyes are drawn to certain 
“vignettes”, or clusters of brush strokes.  

Near the center of the piece is an expressionistic form, evocative of a capital letter 
V and made, (on the left) of light blue brushstrokes, and (on the right) by reddish-
pinkish brushstrokes. It is flanked on the left side by a column of short horizontal 
black brushstrokes, and on the right side by diagonal dark red strokes. These marks 
feel like they were made in a hurry--even in a frenzy, as they are brushy, drippy and 
wonderfully imprecise.  

In the top-left corner we have five columns of short dashes, red, pink and orange. 
Below it are two wide, red horizontal lines, with the paint spread across the canvas 
thickly. On the right side of the canvas there is a ladder of horizontal marks in similar 
colors to the rest of the canvas, while towards the bottom are five large, white, 
definitive strokes. 

The marks in this piece feel notational, as if Joan Snyder is doing some kind of 
complicated calculation with her ticks, lines, and overlaps. The painting radiates the 
artist’s energy; we might start to wonder how it would feel to paint with such vigor. 
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Joan Snyder belongs to the first generation of women artists to identify themselves 
as feminists. She gained early recognition with her “stroke paintings”, of which this 
is a prime example.  With the remarkable physicality of their brushwork, the stroke 
paintings investigated new opportunities for narrative within abstraction. The artist 
has said "The strokes in my paintings speak of my life and experiences." 
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17. ABRAHAM AND ISAAC (IN MEMORY OF MAY 4, 1970, KENT STATE UNIVERSITY) 

Welcome to the “Personas” gallery, an exploration of portraiture in the Jewish 
Museum’s collection. 

This large, rectangular, room is dark—the walls are painted black, and the lighting is 
focused on a sole sculpture in the center of the room. This sculpture is titled 
Abraham and Isaac (in Memory of May 4, 1970, Kent State University). It is by the 
artist George Segal, and was made in 1978. While there are some drawings and 
photographs hanging on the walls, the room is sparse letting all focus land on this 
sculpture. 

The sculpture stands around 6 ½ feet high, and portrays two men, one kneeling, and 
the other standing over him on a long platform which looks like natural rock. The 
figures are life size and realistic. The entire sculpture is made of plaster that is 
painted black. The quality of the plaster gives the sculpture a texture that is rougher 
than reality. 

The two men face each other, almost touching. The first man is on his knees, which 
are spread about a foot apart so his body appears braced. He is barefoot, and the 
tops of his feet rest on the ground. His torso is raised and he leans slightly towards 
the standing man, exposing his chest. He is shirtless and muscular. His arms are 
crossed in front of him at the wrists, which are tied together by rope. His hands are 
balled into fists. His head is raised towards the standing man as their eyes make 
contact. 

The other man stands closely in front of him, right foot forward, and left foot 
stepped back, turning his body out slightly. This open position makes room for the 
knife clutched tightly in his right hand, pointed at the kneeling man’s heart. This arm 
is slightly bent as if drawing back. His left hand is clutching at his left thigh. He is 
leaning forward and looking down. He is clothed in rolled up pants and a tight shirt, 
all in contrast to the man below him. While the kneeling man is calm, the standing 
man is all kinetic energy—capturing the moment right before action.  

The extreme closeness and intensity of the two men is only made more so in 
contrast to the 10 foot long base of the sculpture and the spaciousness of the room 
around them. Spotlights are placed directly above the two figures, casting their 
shadows on the ground. 
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George Segal molded this sculpture by applying plaster strips, the same kind a 
doctor would use to make a cast on a broken bone, directly onto his models and 
their clothing. The material used captures each detail with precision—from the 
wrinkles in Abraham’s shirt, to the veins produced from the tension in their arms. 

George Segal created this sculpture as a monument to the four Kent State students 
killed on May 4th 1970, when the Ohio National Guard opened fire on Anti-Vietnam 
War protestors on campus. The use of military force against civilians dominated the 
media, including Life magazine. The edition focused on the events hangs on the wall 
behind the sculpture. The model for kneeling man was a student from Kent State.  

In creating this piece, Segal turned to an episode in the Hebrew Bible when God 
commands Abraham to sacrifice his son, Isaac, to show his devotion. As Abraham 
moves to complete the act, God stays his hand at the last minute. Segal used this 
passage from Genesis as an allegory for the conflict between generations, and a 
commentary on the moral failure of the American government, with respect to both 
Vietnam and the young protestors. These biblical personas, according to the artist, 
“call on older people who have the power of life and death over their children to 
exercise love, compassion, and restraint.” 
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Scenes from the Collection: ASL Videos 
 
 
STOP LIST  
 

1. Abraham Shulkin, Torah Ark from Adath Yeshurun Synagogue  
2. Mel Bochner, The Joys of Yiddish  
3. Kehinde Wiley, Alios Itzhak (The World Stage: Isreal) 
4. Joan Snyder, Hard Sweetness  
5. Andy Warhol, Portrait of Edna Weissman 
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1.    TORAH ARK FROM ADATH YESHURUN SYNAGOGUE  
 
ALEXANDRIA WAILES: 
Hello!  My name is Alexandria Wailes. I am an educator here at the Jewish Museum. 
Outside of this institution, I work professionally as an actor and an artist.  
 
Today, I’ll be examining this object. It is an ark that dates back to 1899, created to 
house Torah scrolls. For historical context, it should be noted that between 1880 
and 1924, a large number of Jewish people in Russia fled to America out of 
economic necessity and to escape political oppression and violent anti-Semitic 
riots, or pogroms. Russian immigrants settled mainly in the northeastern states. 
Some, however, made their way further west, to Sioux City, Iowa, for example.  
 
The artist who created the ark behind me, Abraham Shulkin, did just that. He came 
to America and settled in Iowa with his family of twelve children. Shulkin was a junk 
dealer by trade, but his passion was always woodworking, as evidenced by this ark. 
The ornate, intricate detail you see here is emblematic of the Eastern European 
traditional style. To achieve this effect, the artist began by creating a papercut as 
part of an initial drafting process to ensure the precision of the measurements that 
would ultimately be transferred to his wooden creation.  
 
While Shulkin’s Eastern European roots are clearly on display, a unique American 
influence can be detected by examining this ark more closely. Atop the ark is 
perched an eagle with outstretched wings. Another element of American influence 
worth noting is that the artist has placed his name toward the top to claim 
ownership of the work. Beneath the eagle and hands, carved in the gesture of the 
priestly blessings, are a representation of the tablets of the ten commandments. On 
either side, you will find Abraham Shulkin’s name. 
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2.    THE JOYS OF YIDDISH 
 
 
ALEXANDRIA WAILES: 
Hello!  My name is Alexandria Wailes. I am an educator here at the museum. I am also 
an artist and an actor in my life outside of this institution.  
 
Today, I would like to share with you this piece by Mel Bochner. Bochner is well-
known for his word-based visual work. To create this particular piece, the artist 
drew from the 1968 book “The Joys of Yiddish” by Leo Rosten. Bochner creates 
Thesaurus Paintings, so-called for their resemblance to the way words and their 
synonyms are listed in a thesaurus. For this piece, he selected Yiddish terms from 
Rosten’s book.  
 
It is worth noting that many of the Yiddish words Bochner included here have been 
embraced by American culture and become part of the lexicon. While some of the 
terms seem humorous, some of the connotations are quite insulting. The artist was 
especially interested in how the presentation of words in a composition could lead 
viewers to think about the visual aspects of language and the meaning behind the 
words. Bochner chose bright yellow for the letters on a black background. This 
palette harkens back to World War II and the yellow stars of David that the Nazis 
forced Jewish people to wear. 
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3.    ALIOS ITZHAK (THE WORLD STAGE: ISREAL) 
 
ALEXANDRIA WAILES: 
Hello!  My name is Alexandria Wailes. I am an educator here at the Jewish Museum. 
Outside of this institution, I am an artist and an actor.  
 
Today I would like to look at and discuss this portrait by the artist Kehinde Wiley. 
This particular piece comes from a series by Wiley entitled “The World Stage: Israel.” 
In order to create the series, Wiley traveled to different Israeli cities, including 
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and Lod. His intention was to meet and gather stories and 
experiences from young people, and he did so on dance floors, at sporting events, 
and in malls.  
 
Wiley aimed to capture their personal experiences vis-a-vis the historical and 
political landscapes of the specific locations in his work. The individual depicted in 
this particular piece is Alios Itzhak, an Ethiopian Jew. Through this work, the artist is 
striving to expand the collective consciousness of what Jewish people look like by 
representing Jewish people of diverse backgrounds. While in Israel, Kehinde Wiley 
met Jewish people from many walks of life including Arab Jews and Ethiopian Jews.  
 
The background behind Alios Itzhak in this portrait has symbolic significance. It is 
inspired by a papercut on display here in the museum called a Mizrah, Hebrew for 
“East,” which the artist requested permission to study and interpret for this piece. 
Oftentimes, people place mizrah plaques on the eastern walls of their homes or 
houses of worship to indicate the direction of Jerusalem, so they know which 
direction to face during prayer.  
 
The artist’s primary goal was to promote visibility and to increase the representation 
of diverse Jewish people. In his interactions with young people, Wiley realized that 
there are strong African American cultural influences in Israel. In these 
conversations, people spoke to him about hip hop culture, their art, and what life 
looks like there in the 21st century. The piece we see here was created in 2011. 
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4.    HARD SWEETNESS 
 
 
ALEXANDRIA WAILES: 
Hello!  My name is Alexandria Wailes. I am an educator here at the Museum. In my 
life outside of this institution, I am an artist and an actor.  
 
Today we’ll be discussing this painting by Joan Snyder entitled “Hard Sweetness.” 
Snyder’s application of paint to this canvas is done in a variety of ways ranging from 
light washes of watery color to more bold, thick scumbling swaths of paint. The 
artist considers herself to be among the first members of the feminist movement of 
the 1960s.  
 
With this work, she sought to challenge the ideas of male-dominated minimalism 
and its formal simplification. In contrast to this general school of thought, she 
believed that her lived experience could be conveyed by varying painterly, gestural 
brushstrokes and markings on canvas. Snyder has been drawn to feminism, music, 
and expressionism. Her work encourages viewers to bring their experiences and to 
view the paintings not only for their abstract qualities, but for their potential for 
different narratives that are left open to interpretation. 
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5.    PORTRAIT OF EDNA WEISSMAN 
 
ALEXANDRIA WAILES: 
Hello!  My name is Alexandria Wailes. I am an educator here at the Museum. Outside 
of this institution, I am an actor and an artist.  
 
We are currently looking at a piece entitled "Portrait of Edna Weissman" by Andy 
Warhol. Warhol was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and was one of four 
children of Slovakian immigrants. In 1949, at the age of 21, Warhol decided to move 
to New York City. It was at this time that he changed his name from Andrew Warhola.  
 
His career in New York City began in the realm of commercial art, and from there he 
grew and found his voice as an artist. Through the medium of screen printing, he 
created images of mass-produced items. During the 1960s, he experimented with 
mixed media by creating screen-printed images with painted elements. He typically 
selected the subjects of his work, however, in 1981 the “Portrait of Edna Weissman” 
was commissioned by Weissman’s husband.  
 
Edna Weissman was a New York City resident who wrote the “Health, Science & You” 
section for the Palm Beach Daily News. Andy Warhol used a Polaroid camera to 
photograph Weissman and used the photograph to create this screen-printed 
painting. 


